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San Antonio, Texas
20th January 1820
alamo
urgent Dispatch
for General Jakson,
candidate to the White House
Leader of democratic Party.
Telegram sent from
Medical Captain J.C.,
Seventh Cavalry Regiment, U.S.
sole survivor
massacre of Little Big Horn, montana,
THIRTY months ago,
in date 24th May 1817,
perpetrated from
sioux Bands of Mad Horse.
From april 1819
ALAMO under Siege of Generalissimo
SANTA ANA DE LAS NOCES.
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To Be Quick. STOP.
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Alamo, Texas, 2nd February 1820
Medical Captain J.C.,
Seventh Cavalry Regiment, U.S.

After a whole Day of harsh and violent Fighting against
the Sioux Indians of Mad Horse, our Seventh Cavalry
Regiment had entrenched itself in a short Section of a
Moat, hopelessly fighting off the endless Assault led by
Mad Horse.
The low and green Hills of Montana, surrounding that
short Section of the Moat, were now blackened by the
dead Corpses of Hundreds of Sioux Warriors, who had
fallen under our Strikes…
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But Hundreds more Sioux, who, in the last few Hours, had
become several Thousands, were now crowding the Horizon
to as Far as the Eye could see, standing along the great
Ridge overlooking our Position, only One Kilometer away.
They were only awaiting the Order of Mad Horse for the
final Attack.
Below, toward Us, the red-ocher human Tide of further
Thousands of Sioux, already descending from those
Hills…
It was the End.
What remained of the Seventh Cavalry Regiment, led by
General George Custer, was now completely surrounded,
and close to total Annihilation and Destruction.
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The Sun was setting on that 24th May 1817, for the few
of Us still alive.
The Others, autside of Time, were lying headless, slain
and slaughtered along the great Crest of the Moat where
We had attempted an empty, pointless, vain Retreat.

In that brief Moment of relative Truce, while the wild
Shouts of Sioux, now certain of their Victory, could
already be heard, I was reached by an Messenger
“Disphtch-Rider”, tired and exhausted, and told that I
had been summoned urgently to Report by General
Custer, for a very and important Order…
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When I got to him, a short while later, the Fusillade of
our Winchester, repeating Rifles, which had already
started to enfilade the Crowds of Indians climbing the
Ridge covered by Hundreds of their Comrades’ dead
Corpses, barely allowed me to understand the few Words
that General George Custer had Time to tell me, while
giving the last Dispositions to the remaining Officers,
before the final Fight …
I didn’t want to leave my Post…
But, in War, an Soldier must always obey Orders, no
matter what They are, even if They go against One’s
Ideas, Beliefs, Convictions, Certainties, Ethics…
It was the last Order my Father gave me.
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Before He disappeared forever into the final Fight of the
Battle, He briefly turned to me, and said :
- Remember your Mother, …She’s the Reason We
went to War, fifteen Years ago…

He then said goodbye in his usual way, formally, as was
appropriate between Men, vigorously shaking my Hand and
smiling, as if He was going to a Friend’s Party…
I was crying, while the poisoned Arrows of Mad Horse’s
Sioux were raining everywhere, and I kept wondering how
long I still had to live, while I ran away from the Moat
brimming with dead Corpses, and wounded Soldiers in
Agony, now close to death, lying in the red Mud of the
Trenches...
The Regiment of my Father was no more.
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--------------Some Day later, on 3th June of that terrible 1817, the
Director of a local “Giornale” in Tucson, Arizona,
published the Piece of News that the Son of General
George Custer had lost his medical License, and warned
All of Arizona to be suspicious of me. It seemed there
was also a Bounty on my Head, “Dead or Alive” …
Obviously, the Piece of News of how I lost my medical
License was fake: I had simply stopped practicing in the
medical Profession obeying to the last Order, peremptory
and definite, of my Father, General George Custer, in
Little Big Horn, on the Evening of 24th May 1817…
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And the american Frontier had fallen: Mad Horse was
burning down whole Villages from Montana along the
Missouri River, reaching the Mississippì River and San
Louis, which was already under his Control, killing Men,
Woman and Children…
Meanwhile, in the South, in distant Texas, Generalissimo
Santa Ana de Las Noces was marching victoriously with his
mexican “Armades” towards San Antonio, where Crockett,
Travis and Bowie were desperately gathering the last
american Forces around an old spanish Church, called with
the Name of the “Alamo”.
We were losing the War…
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Many Patriots had already died and many more had
betrayed Us, siding with the Enemy, although I had
marked ALL their Names…
And I was now the Conveyer of those shameful and
dishonorable Names.
They were neatly recorded in the my Agenda I kept
hidden under the Saddle of my Horse, just in case I was
captured, while I rushed at full Gallop to the Alamo, to
hand to Colonel Crockett this long List of those damned
Traitors…
I found Jim Bowie in the Infirmary of the Monastery, as
well as Colonel Travis.
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While Davy Crockett seemed to be the only one able to
shoulder his legendary Rifle and climb on the boundary
Wall of the Alamo for one last, symbolic Defense, only to
end it before Thousands of mexican Soldiers, who were
assaulting that old Monastery that, in its ruined state,
was no longer able to offer much Defense…
It was then, in that terrible April of 1819, as We were
fending off the first mexican Assaults on the Alamo, that
We received the incredible Piece of News that General
JAKSON was running for President of the United States,
against his republican Rival…
I saw People like Davy Crockett, Jim Bowie, Travis and
many Others whom History shall never remember, shed
tears of Joy on those Wall, on hearing the Piece of
News.
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And for three Days the Mexicans stopped sending
Soldiers under the Wall of the Alamo, as if the mere
Name JAKSON was enough to defend Us…
For the first Time the mexican Soldiers of Generalissimo
Santa Ana de Las Noces were starting to Fear Us…
But the Situation remained very difficult: General
JAKSON needed any valid Vote He could get if He was to
be elected President of the United States.
He would then have the Strength to build an new Army,
to march West beyond the Mississippì River, and to
rebuild a Strip of Frontier where could be pushed back
the indian Bands of Mad Horse’s Sioux…
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Then go South, to Texas, and finally face on the
Battlefield the “Armades” of Santa Ana de Las Noces,
somewhere around San Antonio, thus freeing the Alamo
from the Siege…
That’s why We needed any valid Vote for the future
Elections that were to take place a few Months later, in
November, in what was left of the United States…
In the meantime Davy Crockett, Colonel Travis, Jim
Bowie and the Others, me included, were going to keep
resisting in the Alamo, while hoping General JAKSON was
going to win the Elections…
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And it was all because We had dared to believe.
Since We were Children.
We had believed in those Thirteen Settlements.

Thirteen poor Settlements.

Thirteen poor, far away Settlements.

Thirteen poor, far away, miserable Settlements…
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Thirteen miserable Settlements that less than Fifty Years
earlier, in 1776, under General George Washington, had
been brave enough to establish themselves as an
independent Nation, inhabited by free, equal Men and
Woman, challenging England and its colonial, proslavery
Empire.
They had waged War against it, and won, in order to
build a Society that We all wished to be free and
democratic, just like had been the Citadel of Athens,
this of Platone, and then the republican Roma, at least
that of Cicerone, and NOT of Nerone, before the
“Rommunes” themselves gave up their Freedom,
entrusting all Powers to a single Man, the Emperor, and
stripping of all Autority the sacred Senate of Roma, old
of Five Century, thus laying the ground for the imperial,
proslavery and tyrannical Roma, denier of all Values,
enemy and warmonger, oppressive and destructive under
the bloody Throne of Emperors whose cruelty and violence
knew no bounds…
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But, the ancient Spirit of Platone’s Athens and of
Cicerone’s republican Roma, did not die.
Four Centuries after the Death of Cicerone, and the End
of republican Roma, in the old Gaul of Gallo-Romans and
Frankies, united by the single Purpose of warding off the
asian Invasions of Attila’s Huns, and saving the Gaul from
the Depths of Obscurantism, the old Laws of ancient
Roma had been restored…
That is of the republican Roma, and NOT of imperial
Roma.
Thus begetting the France of Today, divided in its
ancient “Comtes” and “Marques” governed by Laws and
Istitutions established on the basis of the most ancient
Edicts of the republican Roma…
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The ancient Spirit of the Platone’s Athens, trasmigrated
in the Cicerone’s republican Roma, which had been
embodied by the new France of Charle Magne, seemed
then to reach the Thirteen miserable Settlements of
Overseas…
Perhaps, the ancient western World dreamed from Greeks
of Platone, from “Rommunes” of Cicerone, from Frankies
of Charle Magne, was finally to be reborn, HERE.
Today, all european royal Courts refer the People of
George Washington as “…miserable Villakes de Outremer
(Farms of Overseas) who eat strange Things called
“Potatoes” and big Rosters, or big Fowls, called “TurkeyCock”, or “Dindons” …
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“…More savage than the very Savages they had found
on those cold and inhospitable Coast, and whose
Governors, appointed after the War They had won by
Mistake against the most civilized Crown of England,
refuse the Title of King or of Emperor, and ridiculously
consider themselves simple State Employees, like common
Citizen, instead of ruling like Monarchs, as They shoud.
They have even started to profess the strange, absurd
Idea that all Men are equal before the Law, contrary to
what happens in civilized Europe. And are even convinced
that None of them could be trialed, imprisoned and then
killed for their religious Faith, something that in Europe
rightly happens, since the religious Heresy is a Crime
that must always be subject to exemplary Punishment,
possibly at the Stake, it will become an extremely,
dangerous Example of Subversion and Threat against the
sovereign Authority, sacred and inviolable, which stands
above all the human Law, and maybe divine Law…”
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----------Yes.
We are the miserable Villakes de Outremer of this
Thirteen, miserable Settlements of Overseas…
And it’s Cold, now, at Night, here, under the Wall of
the Alamo.
I’m hungry, and I’m tired…
But We can rest only a few Hours each, because there
are few of Us and We must keep guarding the enclosure
Wall and two small, old Cannons, We have placed on its
two Corners of the Monastery.
Tomorrow will be 3th February 1820…
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They say that Santa Ana de Las Noces is going to have
the “Deguello” played in his final Assault against Us,
because He will take no Prisoners. But there are still
many Months to go, before the final Assault, and I pray
God that JAKSON may win this Elections.
But that will be decided by the electoral Votes for
JAKSON, in November.
I’m sending this Testament hoping it will be received and
forwarded.
From People, With People, For People.
Medical Captain Joe Custer, Alamo
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First May 2011, the long Night
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Dedicated to all People in the World, with no exception
The Author

“…Sometimes, for the Good of our People, We must make
difficult Choices…”
Vladimir Putin
Moscow,
25th November 2019

“…It doesn’t Matter how long is takes, what is important is that
People all over the World have finally identified the right Path
to follow…”
Fidel Castro,
Radio Havana,
18th October 2012

“…I believe We need a moonshot in this Country to cure
Cancer. It’s personal…”
Joe Biden,
Rose Garden, White House
21th October 2015
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First Chapter: the Rain from Fukushima

Trieste, Italy.
30th April 2011.
Late Afternoon…
The old canadian PDA-2 Dosimeter by “Technical Associated” from Canoga Park,
sitting near the Window in my old Kitchen, was marking an increasing Radiation
Count: after so many Years, the Rain from Fukushima had once again brought to life
the old data-analysis Processor of the Dosimeter I had bought Twenty Years before,
when, after my Degree, I was getting ready for Four, tough Years of Study to
Specialise in Nuclear Medicine in Milano.
The old PDA-2, uncalibrated after Years of Neglect, was now giving some totally
unreliable Readings for gamma Radiation, 662 KeV, which it was picking up from
beyond the window Pane: too high a Value to be normal…
The News of TV, Newspapers or Radio hadn’t mentioned any Fallout’s Levels which
might be dangerous for Health, nor had any Precautions to protect public Health been
put into Place, especially with regard to Children and pregnant Women, like the
standard Restriction on Sale of Fruit and big leaf Vegetables, or even more on cow
Milk: the strongest Concentrator of radioactive Isotopes, like Iodine 131…
This Time wasn’t like 1986, everything seemed normal…
That’s why I had no good Reason to worry: the canadian PDA-2 was just
uncalibrated, surely.
It was the Evening of the 30th April: Forty Days had passed since the first radioactive
Rain which had also hit Trieste in the Afternoon of Monday 21th March, colouring
the afternoon Sky with that peculiar “cobalt-blue” Tinge I hadn’t seen since the
Events in Chernobyl in 1986.
And now the Rain was here again, and the Readings on the canadian PDA-2
Dosimetry were high once again …
But it wasn’t the Rain from Fukushima that kept Me up that Night.
-------------------------
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I looked at my Phone: that Night, Nine Years of Hope were withering away under the
pattering of the persistent radioactive Rain falling outside the Window of my old
Kitchen…
I took the dated PDA-2 and reset the absurd Reading still flashing on the Display.
As I was turning it off, I was struck by a Memory I had buried, of Events that were
somehow connected to that old Dosimeter…
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Second Chapter: Piola Station

Milano…
A cold, wer Morning at the End of March 1992…
The “Linea Verde” (Green Line) of the Metroline “Romolo-Gobba” …
The large Crowd getting off a “Piola”, as usual, finally emptying the Carriage…
That is why I liked that “Piola” Station.
After “Lambrate” Station, I had found a warm, dry seat also that Day.
The last Part of the Journey was going to be more comfortable until “Cascina Gobba”
Station, so I decided to open the bulky light-blue Bag I had with Me, and see how my
little Guest was faring.
From within the large Cage I had in my Bag I was met by Oscar’s happy Squeak.
Like any little Mouse, He was running around, curious about the new canadian
Dosimeter.
I had installed with the Aim to measure, over Time, the Level of Radioactivity
coming from the Animal, and especially of any X-Ray caused by the secondary
Interaction from beta Rays…but the Display kept showing Zero Radioactivity from
the Mouse.
I calmed down a Bit, and focused on Oscar: He was no longer the little Mouse I had
seen less that a Month before, his Belly round due to the tumultuous, uncontrolled
Growth of Millions and Millions of human cancer Cells which had injected in his
Abdomen via small insulin Needles.
He didn’t move clumsily anymore, holding tightly to a Life He could feel slipping
away, well-aware his Time was coming, his little, delicate Snout showing the
Suffering caused by the feral, unstoppable Disease with which He had been
affected…
But the Treatment He had undergone with radioactive monoclonal Antibodies
seemed successful, as the Animal didn’t display any suspicious Bulge in his Belly,
and kept sniffing my Dosimeter and running impatiently around the large Cage, all
his for the Occasion.
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As I saw later on at the Enclosure at “San Raffaele” Hospital, all that was left of the
large malignant tumorous Mass which had grown inside of him in less than Twenty
Days, was just a small, greyish Ball, slightly bigger than a Pea, and completely void
of any vital residue of Cancer, as its Dissection revealed: the radioactive monoclonal
Antibodies, which resembled some minuscule “Ys”, even smaller than the Size of a
human Cell, had reached the Walls of the cancerous Cells, injected in the Belly of the
small Animal, and left there to grow uncontrollably.
The radioactive monoclonal Antibodies, injected with insulin Needles, had tethered
like microscopic radioactive Arrows to specific Molecules present only on human
neoplastic Cells.
They remained attached for the following Five Days with their Molecules of highly
radioactive Yttrium-90 contained in their Tails, and running out almost completely in
a small Number of Days, just like minuscule Lamplights, all the while irradiating
everything within a 3-millimetre Radius with lethal beta Radiations and burning
anything close to the monoclonal Antibodies, themselves included.
---------------------------------------The radioactive monoclonal antibody Treatment began to be used on Humans, in
Milano, shortly after the End of the Experiments on Mice.
But the Laws of Nature are not made to be broken, and even if something works on
Animals it does not strictly follow that it twill also work on human Beings.
In the End, it became clear that the Percentage of the radioactive monoclonal
Antibodies capable of fixing on the Cancer and its Metastasis in human Beings, with
a Weight of over 70 Kg compared to the insignificant Weight and Size of a Mouse,
was completely insufficient to burn away the Cancer itself (Paganelli G., 2001).
Morever, Part of the Radioactivity, the biotinylated metal Yttrium-90 carried by the
monoclonal Antibodies, also spread to the Patient’s healthy Organs, like Liver,
Kidneys and Bone Marrow, in a way similar to Chemo-Therapy.
The Effects on patients Lives were thus as final and terminal as those recorded in
international scientific Literature had recorded since 1975, by Abel ( Abel U., 1990), by
Kearsley, who in 1986 reported not significant Improvement on Tens of Thousands
of Patients (Kearsley J.H., 1986), or by Morgan, in 2004, on over 150,000 american
Patients, whose life Expectancy after 5 (Five) Years from thr first Cycle of ChemoTherapy was below 2% (Two per cent); (Morgan G., 2004).
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Third Chapter: 2th January 2001

After what I had Experienced in Milano, I became aware that monoclonal Antibodies,
when used exclusively to stimulate the immune Response, could be employed in a
newer, simpler Way.
A Japanese study Group had proven as much, expecially with Regards to a specific
Kind of malignant, metastatic bone marrow Tumour, called Multiple Myeloma.
It so happened that in that Period I had to face that very Disease, as I had to take
medical Responsability for my Mother, who on January 2th hadn’t been able to get
up from Bed, due to the sudden Fracture of Five thoracic Vertebrae, caused by the
very same Multiple Myeloma, which They diagnosed at the Hospital a short while
later (X-Ray and bone Biopsy).
In that terrible January of 2001, I learnt from a valuable little Booklet published also
in Italian I had received by Mail from some american Friends ( Professor Brian G.M.
Durie, International Myeloma Foundation, 12650 Riverside Drive North-Hollywood, CA 91607),
that an extremely low Percentage of People survived for more than 2-3 Years after
being Diagnosed with this Disease, even after undergoing Chemo-Therapy, with or
without a bone marrow Transplant.
This Booklet also reported the Bibliography of the latest and most recent english
scientific Papers on Multiple Myeloma and, moreover, it highlighted important
Information regarding recent Attempts to treat the Disease with Immuno-Therapy
carried out through intravenous Infusion of japanese monoclonal Antibodies.
In many Animals (Rabbits), this Treatment was capable of inducing an immune
Response mediated by Lymphocytes, resulting in complete Regression of the Disease
even at an advanced Stage (Shuji Ozaki, 1999).
That’s how, in January 2001, I got in Contact with the People who had produced
those peculiar monoclonal Antibodies, People who lived on the other Side of the
World: Japan.
All of this forced Me to come to terms with the unfathomable Reality of the Events
which at Times take our Life in completely unforeseeable Directions.
Although communicating with One of the most important japanese Scientists on
cancer Treatment was a taxing Experience, the official Phone-Call was carried out
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strictly in their Language, it was made possible thanks to the kindness and invaluable
Help of an elderly Lady from the Land of the Rising Sun.
Sitting beside Me in the wide Lounge of her House, carrying the Weight of her
Family’s traditional feudal Name, She expertly conducted the sensitive Phone-Call
which could have decided the Life or the Death of my Mother.
This monoclonal Antibodies against Multiple Myeloma, created only in Japan, were
the only thing in existence able to fully activate the immune Defences and completely
Destroy in a few Months that terrible Type of malignant, metastatic Tumour.
I had taken my Request to the highest official Level I could reach.
Chemo-Therapy and Radio-Therapy had proven ineffective and counterproductive
against that specific Disease.
Many Years have passed, but I can still recall the deep-rooted Sense of Honour that
persists in that ancient and noble People.
It might have been the true Reason behind them calling us back, Half an Hour after
We requested to use their most precious monoclonal Antibodies at the most important
Cancer Treatment and Research Centre in Milan, namely “Istituto Europeo di
Oncologia” (I.E.O), in Via Ripamonti, which had already given their Availability in
employing the innovative monoclonal Antibodies.
The first official Phone-Call had ended with a stern Refusal, due to legal Restrictions
on sending their Products abroad to treat Cancer.
The second Phone-Call, Half an Hour after the first One, forever changed my Way of
looking at cancer Treatment and, on a wider Scale, Medicine in general.
The japanese Professor uttered a single Word, whose meaning was completely lost to
Me: “itakialoe”.
It took Me a few Days to realise that the Word wasn’t the Name of a Drug, but of a
Plant which grows in Japan: the Kidakhi Aloe.
I therefore decided to follow the Path suggested, and in just a few Days I had
collected a significant amount of scientific Material on this Plant, thanks to the
immense Assistance of several People working at “Area Science Park” in
“Trebiciano”, near Trieste (where I had presented in October 2000 my Project on
Gadolinium 159 for Adro-Therapy under PET Guide, recently licensed).
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The most extensive Studies on the Subject were not only japanese, but also american,
european and even italian, especially from Veneto (Yakhak Hoeji, 1994, 38, pp: 311-321;
Cancer Research, 2000, 60, pp: 2800-2804; Pharmacology, 1993, 47, suppl. 1, pp.: 110-119; Cancer
Immun. Immunother., 1987, 25, pp.: 25-30; Plant. Med., 1989, 55, pp.: 509-512; J. Ethnopharm.,
1988, 23, pp.: 61-71; Phytother. Research, 1993, Vol. 7, S14-S19; Phytother. Research, 1993, Vol.
7, S20-S22).

Pouring over the Material, especially Yoshimoto (Yoshimoto R., 1987), I was convinced
firstly to substitute the japanese monoclonal Antibodies with Aloe, since this Plant
was also able to stimulate a full immune Response against Cells of Multiple
Myeloma.
Immuno-Therapy was by far a better Choise than Chemo-Therapy, as proved by
many Papers, like Professor Gianfranco Pizza’s, who worked at “Sant’Orsola”
Hospital of Bologna, where I immediately went in that horrible January of 2001.
Since 1986, He had been carrying out a Study on One Hundred and Twenty italian
Patients suffering from Metastasis caused by kidney Cancer and showed that, after
Five Years, 20% (Twenty per cent) of the Patients was still alive, as opposed to the
2% (Two per cent) recorded with Chemo-Therapy (Pizza G., 2001).
However, it was studying the Works of the Researchers from Veneto that I came
across the Concept of “Apoptosis”, namely the Suicide of cancerous Cells due to a
simple Vitamin, the Emodin, which can be found in the Plant of Aloe (Palù G., 2000).
It was completely disconnected from the immune Response, as the cancerous Cells
were destroyed in a radically different Way and there was no need for monoclonal
Antibodies, natural Antibodies, or white blood Cells of the same Patient to be
activated against the Tumour.
The Word “Apoptosis” threw Me back to 1994, when I was attending my third Year
of my specialization Degree in Nuclear Medicine at “Istituto Europeo di Oncologia”,
(I.E.O.), European Institute of Oncology.
It was a grey Day in suburban Milano, in via Ripamonti, and We residents had to
attend to a specific Lecture where in all there were less than a dozen of Us, between
Surgeons, Internist, Radiologists and “Nuclears”.
The Lecture dealt with the potential Use of specific, extremely expensive Drugs,
currently being studied by the worldwide scientific research Community, led by
chemical and pharmaceutical multinational Corporations from “Big Pharma”.
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What deeply surprised Me, was that these potential Drugs, once injected into the
patients’ Blood or ingested as Pills, were meant to cause the spontaneous Suicide
only of the malignant cancerous Cells, thus sparing the healthy Ones: a Discovery
that I immediately perceived as revolutionary, because it was going to substitute both
Chemo-Therapy and the new, ultra-modern radioactive monoclonal Antibodies,
which were the Reason I was working hard to complete my long four-year
specialization Degree in Nuclear Medicine in Milano.
These “magical Pills”, made up of supremely expensive, artificially synthesized
Molecules, were finally going to reach Places were even the radioactive monoclonal
Antibodies could not go, so eradicating Cancer and Leukaemia…
After the Phone-Call with Japan and my initial Understanding of the scientific
Research at the University of Padova on the employment of Emodin, extracted from
Aloe, which causes Apoptosis in malignant Tumours in Children ( Palù, 2000), I was
however struggling to remember any further Information about Apoptosis.
If had been more than Six Years since I had heard that strange Word in Milano.
I didn’t have any other Source of Information on new, revolutionary Drugs based on
this strange Phenomenon, but had They already been on Sale I would have khnown
straight away, and I was determined to pay any Price and go to any Lenghts, if that
meant I was going to come into Possession of these revolutionary Drugs.
Unfortunately, the University of Padova told Me that Emodin, extracted from Aloe,
wasn’t yet available for intravenous Use in human Beings.
I therefore started browsing the INTERNET, sieving through anything and everything
that could be related to “Cancer” and “Apoptosis” …
I was to be shocked: there were Hundreds of natural Vitamins that induced cancer
Apoptosis and which were not only cheap, but easily retrievable in Food, as They
were usually found in Fruit and Vegetables.
The Papers, almost all of them available in PDF Format, can be found in the scientific
Literature and indicate the amounts of Vitamins which are needed to induce
Apoptosis in the cancerous cell Line considered.
The amounts are measurable in microMoles
nanomoles/millilitre, i.e picomoles/microlitre).

(i.e.

micromoles/litre,

i.e.

See Bibliography 17-128 of my Book “Cancer Therapy, 23 clinical Cases of
malignant Tumours cured without Chemo-Therapy”, Editoriale Programma, Treviso.
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The Studies generally demonstrate that these Plants almost never have side Effects on
healthy Cells.
The Concentration of this Vitamins soared if season Vegetables and Fruit were land
grown following good “organic Farming” Practices.
The apoptosis Mechanism, or cellular Suicide, isn’t the same for every Cell, but it
varies, depending on the Vitamin that causes it, resulting in many Possibilities for
primary, secondary and tertiary Activation.
The neoplastic Cell cannot oppose this Process, since it is not able to resist all these
vitamin-induced biochemical Activations.
Therefore, it issues the final Order of Suicide which, once in Motion, cannot be
revoked, not even by the same neoplastic Cell.
By Apoptosis We mean the activation of specific Endonuclease which break up
DNA, acting at the Level of the nucleosomic Sites which make up the primary
structural Unit of the nuclear Chromatin of the Cell.
The induction Molecules, induce Apoptosis in neoplastic Cells, by activating
proteolytic intracellular Enzymes, which cause the Deterioration by Proteolysis of the
vital Sequence of the DNA, thus causing the Death of the Cell through Apoptosis.
The Sequence of the biochemical Events occurring in Apoptosis is well known and
documented in the scientific Literature for Hundreds of Vitamins (See Bibliography
17-128 of my Book “Cancer Therapy, 23 clinical Cases of malignant Tumours cured
without Chemo-Therapy”, Editoriale Programma, Treviso).
A significant Consumption of ATP (biochemical Energy) distinctly differentiates the
Process of Apoptosis from Necrosis.
During Apoptosis the Cell does not spill out any of its Contents, so that no
inflammation Processes are involved.
This is a very important Trait destinguishing Apoptosis from Necrosis.
Necrosis is characteristic of the “burning” Effect on Tumours by Radio-Therapy, by
Radio-Immune-Therapy carried out by radioactive monoclonal Antibodies with
Yttrium-90, by the renowned Chemo-Therapy, as well as by Immune-Therapy
mediated by white blood Cells or natural Antibodies.
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In the Apoptosis, the compact Granules of the fragmented DNA (small Parts of
internucleosomal DNA) are moved to the outer Regions of the dying Cell, so that a
distinctive Half-moon shape is formed.
These Fragments are subsequently engulfed by the cell’s Membrane and evaginated,
which gives the Cell a bubble-like Look (the Process is known as “blebbing”).
These Blebs Part from the dying Cell and produce apoptotic Bodies that are rich in
transglutaminase Proteins and are phagocytised by Macrophages (White Cells) and
other Cells nearby. The same Cell, now dying, displays Traces of Phosphatidylserine
on its Surface: these Molecules mark the Cell for phagocytosis by Macrophages.
The Reason why Apoptosis starts in cancerous Cells, rather than in healthy Ones, can
be connected to the characteristic that the DNA (Deoxyribo-Nucleic Acid) is
damaged or ruptured, in chromosome, chromatid or sub-chromatid Aberration, and is
present in all the neoplastic Cells, and therefore, it’s the specific Characteristic of the
malignant neoplastic Cell, which sets it a Part from other Diseases.
The DNA Strand, whose structure has been severely compromised, issues its
Suicide’s Order due to the Presence of common Vitamins which, as the Laws of
Nature dictate, tend to Act as actual “Keys of Life” and manage the complex
biochemical Relations that guide the correct Functioning of each Cell in the best Way
possible, in its Form and Stage of Development.
Curiously enough, Apoptosis can also He recorded in Instances of chromosome
Aberrations which are not connected to Cancer or Leukaemia, as can happen in
Miscarriages, which occur in around 9% (Nine per cent) of all Attempts at Pregnancy
(UNSCEAR, 1988, United Nations Scientific Committee on the Effects of Atomic Radiation).

Coming back to “Apoptosis” of cancerous and leukemic Cells, the most astonishing
thing I found was that the scientific Research had been freely published in medical
Journals, but Nobody had ever mentioned it during the long Years of my Degree in
Medicine, or in postgraduate Courses, except perhaps superficially and, like in
Milano in 1994, always connecting “Apoptosis” to a Patent for future commercial
Exploitation.
In truth, synthesized Drugs connected to this strange Phenomenon of Suicide of
cancerous Cells already existed back in the 1950s, since Doctor Fishman had already
proven, in 1947, the peculiar Mechanism that could induce Suicide in Cancer, forcing
the affected Cell to turn a simple Vitamin, the B17, into Cyanide and Benzaldehyde
within its internal Cytoplasm (Fishman W., 1947).
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The above had paved the Way for Tasca’s 1958 Study on Twenty-one clinical Cases,
where He described the Consequences on cancer Cells of a simple intramuscolar
Injection of barely One Tenth of a Gram of B17-Laetrile (Tasca M., 1958), as well as
Morrone’s renowned Study of 1962 on Ten american clinical Cases, where He also
described the slow, progressive and spontaneous Regression of complete breast
neoplastic Masses, with no need to resort to supportive Surgery or Radio-Therapy:
malignant tumorous Masses whose initial Weight could reach over a One Kilo which
had literally melted away after about a One Year of intravenous Infusion of roughly
One Gram a Day of B17-Laetrile (Morrone J., 1962).
Finally We reach the One Hundred and Fifty clinical Cases studied by Guidetti, Rossi
and Deckers, the Results of which were presented at the Ninth International Cancer
Congress in Tokyo in 1966 (Guidetti E., Rossi B., Deckers C., 1966), with good Results in
Half the Cases.
All these Treatments required the Use of a pretty cheap synthetic Molecule, called
“Laetrile”, derived from the well-known B17 Vitamin, present in many Plants, many
of which are used as Food, and which is easily recognizable by its sour Taste,
ascertainable especially when chewing the Seeds of many Fruits.
Subsequently, in 1979, Laetrile was prohibited from Supreme Court of United States
(No. 78-605, Argued April 25, 1979. Decided June 18, 1979. 442 US 544). Later, the
B17-derived Molecule was not be marketed even too in Europe.
And yet, it’s derived from the common natural Vitamin B17, which the great russian
Doctor Inosemtzeff had already used in the Middle XIX Century on Two clinical
Cases of Cancer, with good Results (Inosemtzeff T., 1845).
It’s produced when the Plant is attacked by Fungi, since it has the Characteristic of
being able to divide itself in Cyanide and Benzaldehyde (both toxic) if Oxygen is
absent and there is acidic Tissue, which is typical of Fungi.
Curiously, human neoplastic Masses also show very low Levels of Oxygen and a
high Concentration of Acidity, due to the very Nature of the malignant neoplastic
Aggregation where the sick Cells, whose DNA is ruptured or severely damaged
(chromosome Aberrations), are not able to regularly carry out their standard
Metabolism and, in particular, tend to replicate One on top of the other, reaching a
cellular Density almost Ten Times the One in any normal human Tissue, rising from
almost 200-300 Millions of live Cells which can be found in One cubic Centimetre of
human parenchymal Tissue to almost 3-4 Billion (3.000-4.000 Millions) of malignant
neoplastic Cells which can be found in One cubic Centimetre of human Cancer.
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This strange Ability of some Plants to produce Cyanide to defend themselves but
also, for some obscure Reason, to cure Cancer, was already well known in ancient
Times.
Aulus Cornelius Celsus, in his famous Book “De Re Medica” (“On the medical
Things”), of the First Century After Christ, was the first Scholar to assert that benign
Tumours were enclosed by a Capsule that enveloped them, thus distinguishing them
from malignant Tumours.
Relating to Cancer, He also described different Kinds of Tumours, among which gal
bladder Cancer, liver Cancer, mouth Cancer and breast Cancer.
Referring to breast Cancer, He was the first Scholar to highlight how the axillary
Lymph Nodes were affected by Metastasis and proposed the interesting Observation
that breast Cancer was to be excised only if it was in its early Stages, while any
Cancer in an advanced Stage was not to be treated with Surgery, but with other
Methods:
“…Some have caused caustic Medicaments, some the Cautery, some Excision with a
Scalpel; but no Medicament has ever given relief; the Parts cauterized are excited
immediately to an Increase until They cause Death (…occiderent…). After Excision,
even when a Scar (…cicatricem…) has formed, none the less the Disease has
returned, and caused Death (…causam mortis…); while at the same Time the
majority of Patients, though no violent Measures are applied in the Attempt to
remove the Tumour, but only mild Applications in order to soothe it, attain to a Ripe
old Age, in Spite of it…”
“…Quidam usi sunt medicamentis adurentibus, quidam ferro
adusserunt, quidam scalpello exciderunt: neque ulla unquam
medicina profecit, sed adusta protinus concitata sunt et
increverunt, donec occiderent. Excisa, etiam post inductam
cicatricem, tamen reverterunt et causam mortis adtulerunt; cum
interim plerique nullam vim adhibendo, qua tollere id malum
temptent, sed imponendo tantum lenia medicina, quae quasi
blandiantur, quominus ad ultimam senectutem perveniant, non
prohibentur…”

After all, even in those Times all roman Doctors were aware of the famous Statement
from Hippocrates of Kos, founder of Western Medicine, relating to cancer
Treatments: “…Cancer is not cured with surgical Instruments, but with a vegetarian
Diet and medicinal Herbs…”
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As well as another Motto of the great greek Doctor:
“…Let Medicine be your Food, and Food be your Medicine…”
In particular, roman Doctors used the “Ceratum ex Rosa”, i.e. briar rose Oil, which,
as We know, is especially rich in B17.
As far as the Greeks are concerned, Dioscoride in his first Book (1, 39), explained
how to prepare an Oil of sour Almonds (in ancient Greek: “Elaion Amygdalinon”),
which used to be perhaps the most effective galenic Formulation in treating Cancer,
since it was extremely rich in B17.
The Book was also taken up by Virgilio Marcellino. This latin Text is available in the
my Book: “Cancer Therapy, 23 clinical Cases of malignant Tumours cured without
Chemo-Therapy”, published by Editoriale Programma of Treviso.
The efficacy of this Preparation is also easy to deduce because Vitamin B17 has the
unfortunate serious side Effect of releasing free Cyanide in the Presence of Acidity,
for example in the gastric Cavity, a Phenomenon that can be easily proven by
throwing bitter Almonds in a Cauldron of bolling Water: the characteristic smell of
Cyanide, that of “bitter Almonds”, is immediately detectable.
It’s a bit Suspicious, then, that bitter Almonds were already commonly used, albeit as
Oil, in the late roman Empire.
Indeed, the Oil mixes with difficulty with gastric Juices, and thus protects the
precious B17 Vitamin from the stomach Acidity and allows it to reach the Intestine,
where it is absorbed by the intestinal Villus, transferred to the Liver through the
portal Vein, flows through the Blood and is finally accumulated, still as an innocuous
B17 Vitamin, in the neoplastic Mass of the ancient roman Patient.
A second Clue is an intriguing short Fragment in Latin which can be found in an
ancient amanuensis Code (all Text in Latin), known as “Regimen na Sláinte
(Regimen Sanitatis Magnini Mediolanensis), by Séamus Ó Ceithearnaigh, nowadays
kept in Ireland, at the University College of Cork, and brought to my attention by a
kind Lady from Dublin.
The short Fragment reads as follows: “Lac Amygdalorum frigidum cum Mica panis
loti”, where the bread Crumbs (Mica panis), in my humble Opinion, could have been
used to staunch the Patient’s gastric Jouce, thus preventing the “fresh Almond’s
Milk” (bitter Almonds ?) from being immediately turned into Cyanide within the
abdominal Cavity…
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Therapeutic Dosage of Vitamin B17
The various kinds of Seeds contain adequate quantities of Vitamin B17.
But, unfortunately, it is not possible to calculate the bioavailability of these Seeds for
absorption of Vitamin B17 by intestinal Walls, and this depends on many Factors.
Empirically, in adult Patients weighing about 70 Kg, it can be lethal to administrate
daily 15 (Fifteen) bitter almond Seeds (in 24 Hours), or 30 (Thirty) bitter peach Seeds
(in 24 Hours), or 300 (Three Hundred) bitter apricot Seeds (in 24 Hours).
On the contrary, even a quantity as small as 2-3 bitter almond Seeds is deadly for a
Child.
Important Note: B17-Laetrile is dangerous and prohibited in Patient under ChemoTherapy and/or after Chemo-Therapy (Failure of Liver’s Detoxifiying from Cyanide).
B17-Cyanide poisoning: medical Aspects (Garetto G.)
1) Effect: quick tissue Anoxia due to intracellular respiratory Failure and toxic Lesion
of respiratory Centres.
2) Cyanide, plasmatic Half-Life: about 80 Minutes.
3) Clinical symptoms: Asthenia, Torpor, Somnolence, Headache, Vertigo, Coma,
Dyspnea, Apnea, Polypnea, heart rhythm Disorders (Bradycardia, atrial Fibrillation).
Vomit and Diarrhea are possible as well.
High abdominal Pain.
Not associated with cyanotic Coloration.

Basic therapy of Cyanide-Detoxifiying (Garetto G.)

1) Artificial breathing with 100% Oxygen.
2) Hypotension needs to be treated with Sympathomimetic Amines (if it’s of
cardiogenic Origin) or with liquid Infusion (if it’s of hypovolemic Origin).
3) Electrolytes and acid-base Balance have to be checked (risk for Lactic Acidosis).
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Antidotal Therapy of Cyanide-Detoxifiying (Garetto G.)

1) Inhalation of gauze Pads soaked with a Vial of Amile Nitrate for 15-30 Seconds, to
be repeated every 2-3 Minutes using another Vial.
2) Slow endovenous Infusion (3-5 Minutes) of 10 millilitres of 3% Sodium Nitrite
Solution.
3) Endovenous Infusion of 50 millilitres of 25% Sodium Thiosulfate.

Clinical observation must be intense for at least 24 Hours.
Medical Treatment should be corrected according to monitoring of Methaemoglobin,
it should not be more than 40% (Forty per cent).

-------------------------------
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Leaving aside the World of Greeks and Romans, and paying closer Attention to the
extensive Documentation of scientific Work produced over the past Thirty Years on
the properties Vitamins need to induce Apoptosis in human cancerous Cells, One can
note that different Quantities of Vitamins are needed in the first 48 Hours to induce
Suicide in a significant Quota of cancerous Cells, namely at least Half of the analysed
sample of cancerous or leukemic Cells: both are characteristic of the Effect caused by
Vitamins and therefore identified by the international Measure “IC 50%”.
It can be stated that, in all Cases written about in medical Literature, there are no
Effects induced by Apoptosis when the quantity of Vitamins is lower than some
nano-moles per millilitre of the analysed Sample, in which the neoplastic Cells come
into Contact with fresh Vitamins extracted by recently-harvested medicinal Plants.
I believed then that such Concentration, compared to the Vitamins which can be
found in a millilitre of Blood, was going to allow Me to Study the final Concentration
of these Vitamins in the different Organs of the Patient, and especially on Cancer and
its Metastasis.
But I needed to find some valid scientific Work, where the Vitamin, made
radioactive, could be accurately measured in different animal Organs, such as Rats,
Rabbits, or Guinea Pigs, which were going to be killed and dissected shortly after
They had ingested the radioactive Vitamin.
The Level of radioactive Vitamin measured in the Plasma, or in the Blood, of the
dead Animal was to be the “nominal” Reference’s Value for all the following
comparisons Values of radioactive Concentration of the same Vitamin in the Organs
and Tissues of the same Animal, Hours and Days after its Death and, hopefully, was
going to reveal the Trend in Time of the Concentration of the same Vitamin in
neoplastic Tissues, if present in the Animal.
It was just a Matter of finding such a Study.
I couldn’t find anything related to Animals with Cancer, but I was able to retrieve
some Research carried out using the famous Emodin, made radioactive and used to
feed Rats. The Emodin is a Vitamin contained in the Plant of Aloe.
The Study had been carried out by german Researchers, in Koln (Cologne), eight
Years earlier, and it immediately caught my Attention: it was the experimental Model
I was hoping to examine.
The Pharmaco-kinetics of Emodin, extracted from the Aloe and made radioactive
through atoms of Carbon 14, turned out to be the following (SEE Table 1, W. Lang):
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Table 1: Concentration of Aloe Emodin (nanograms equivalents/gram wet Weight) in various
Organs and Tissues of male Rats at different Times after oral Administration of 4.5 mg/kg = 5.6
MBq/kg 14C-Aloe Emodin, means of 3 Rats (n.m.: not measured).
Organs

Nanograms equivalents / gram
3 Hours

6 Hours

12 Hours

24 Hours

48 Hours

96 Hours

Blood

164,7

131,1

41,2

15,4

15,5

10

Plasma

312

300,4

78

32,1

28,6

13,7

Carcass

83

448,6

91,6

23,5

24,3

9,5

Liver

671

550

134

86

146

77

Kidney

1.736

1.396

1.432,8

1.469

701

608

Lung

111

104,3

29,1

12,1

13,1

7,7

Heart

64,5

67,8

20,8

11

17,1

8,5

Spleen

30,4

30

n.m.

n.m.

10,6

n.m.

Brain

10,1

7,8

n.m.

n.m.

n.m.

n.m.

Skin

62,5

50,6

23,1

9

10,5

20,2

Muscle

22,4

20,5

6,2

n.m.

4,2

n.m.

Lymph Node

94,5

109,4

28,5

18,6

27,4

n.m.

Pancreas

40

46

10,8

n.m.

n.m.

n.m.

Thymus

38,6

41,6

11,7

n.m.

14,7

n.m.

Adrenal

67,4

62

33,7

n.m.

n.m.

n.m.

Testes

30

37,2

16,2

5

6,5

4

Stomach

42.424,3

58.612

573,2

n.m.

30

n.m.

Small Intest.

12.247,6

12.094,5

1.001,3

107,5

19,6

3,6

Cecum

140.707,7

98.816

10.380,1

1.582

835,3

14

Colon

94.908,4

19.781

8.680

n.m.

1.035,6

63

Rectum

110.785,1

178.717,7

18.317,1

5,405,7

932

41,3

Eyes

18,5

14,6

4,6

n.m.

n.m.

n.m.

Bone

26,3

37,3

12

n.m.

n.m.

n.m.
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This Table 1 is available from: Werner Lang, Pharmacokinetic-Metabolic Studies
with 14C-Aloe Emodin after oral Administration to male and female Rats,
Pharmacology, 47, suppl. 1, pp. 110-119, 1993, Table 2
Comparing the Concentration of Emodin in the Blood or Plasma to the One recorded
in the Liver, Lungs, Kidneys, Stomach, intestine Walls and Colon-Rectum, it was
possible to record extremely high Values of Vitamin’s Uptake in specific Organs,
unfortunately for no longer than 4-5 Days, but which allow us to consider Aloe as a
potential Plant to treat Cancer in the Stomach, small Intestine, Colon-Rectum and
Kidneys.
It’s also interesting that there is a fundamentally ubiquitous Distribution in the rest of
the Tissues and Organs, Bone Marrow included, although a lower Uptake is
registered.
----------------------------Amounts of Vitamins needed to induce Apoptosis in a certain Number of tumour
Cells in the laboratory without damaging healthy human Cells are really very small.
Amounts needed are measurable in a few dozens of micromoles/litres, i.e.
nanomoles/millilitres, i.e picomoles/microlitres (See Bibliography 17-128 by my
Book “Cancer Therapy, 23 clinical Cases of malignant Tumours cured without
Chemo-Therapy”, from Editoriale Programma, Treviso).
On this Matter, I have been familiar with Tatman’s scientific Paper since 2002.
He listed around One Hundred and Eighty different Types of Vitamins belonging to
the vitamin Subclass of Isoprenoids, among which I could find Limonene, Menthol,
Elemene, Eugenol, Farnesol and Ocimene, which had been used in Experiments in rat
melanoma Cells and in human leukaemia Cells (Tatman D., 2002).
Specifically, lethal Effects were reached in 50% (Fifty per cent) of the neoplastic
Cells after just Forty-eight Hours of aqueous Suspension of these malignant Cells
with just 28 nano-moles per millilitre of Farnesol, a Value which increased when
related to Thimol, where at least 120 nano-moles per millilitre of aqueous Suspension
were needed, to Menthol, where the Threshold was 250 nano-moles per millilitre,
unaltered for at least 48 Hours, and even 450 nano-moles per millilitre of Limonene,
if kept in Contact with these Cells for at least Forty-eight Hours.
--------------------------
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Many other Studies, around a Hundred, extrapolated by official medical and scientific
Literature, and quoted in my other Publication (SEE sixt Chapter of the my italian
Book “Diventa Medico di Te Stesso”, by Editoriale Programma from Treviso), also
indicated similar Values of Vitamins needed to induce Apoptosis in the different
Types of neoplastic Cells taken into Consideration: Quantities which were almost
always reported in “Mmoles” and therefore equivalent to: micro-moles/litre, namely
nano-moles/millilitre, namely pico-moles/microlitre. The Papers usually proved that
these Plants didn’t have any negative side Effects on healthy Cells.
I also noticed Two other Facts: the same Vitamin could be very effective against
different Types of Cancer: for exemple, Limonene, which can be found in Lemons.
Howerver, it’s basically useless on melanoma cell Lines, where the threshold is over
450 nano-moles per millilitre, left unaltered for at least 48 Hours, according to
Tatman’s Work.
The second Note was connected to the different Percentage in the Uptake of Vitamins
in the various Organs ant Tissues of the Lab Animals, as proven in the Study carried
out in 1993 by german Reseachers with Emodin taken from Plant of Aloe, made
radioactive with Carbon 14, and fed to Rats (SEE Table 1, from W. Lang, 1993).
I therefore started a long research Study, cataloguing the different anti-cancer
Vitamins, and indicating for each the following:
1) Fruits, Vegetables and medicinal Plants where it could be found.
2) Percentage of the Vitamin in the Vegetable in different Periods of the Year, not
only when the Fruit or Vegetable was ripe.
3) Application of the pharmaco-kinetic Model discovered by german Researchers in
1993, where Emodin tken from Aloe, made radioactive, and used on Rats. Vitamins
are considered similar to each other during the gastro-intestinal Absorption, with
subsequent Accumulation in the Liver and Effusion into the blood Flow.
4) Differential Study on the Distribution of each Vitamin in the human Body, based
on its own, unique biochemical Characteristics, with the Aim of calculating the
uptake Percentage which would have been achieved on tumours Masses with High
Interstitial Fluid Pressure, or “H-IFP” (Jain R.K, 1988). The latter “H-IFP” is a
fundamental Characteristic of any malignant Cancer even slightly bigger than Half a
cubic Centimetre (Weight 2 Grams), and is the second Reason why the Treatment
with radioactive monoclonal Antibodies charged with Yttrium-90 failed to Work, as
the Antibodies weren’t able to pierce the external Wall of the tumours Mass, due to
their Weight (150,000 Dalton) and because of the very High Interstitial Fluid
Pressure (High-IFP), present in the whole cancerous Mass, external Margin included.
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5) For each Vitamin, a clear Definition of its Ability to induce Apoptosis in 50% of
neoplastic Masses in less than 48 Hours for each Type of known Cancer, trying to
follow the immense Amount of scientific Data already available, though scattered
through Thousands of scientific Papers unrelated to each other. I noticed the
extremely interesting Study of Palù in 2000, where He identified full Efficacy of
Emodin already at just 1 (One) single nano-mole/millilitre in Neuroblastoma in
Children, while the Value increased by 13 (Thirteen) with Reference to the Ewing’s
Sarcoma (Palù, 2000).
------------------------On my Side, I could count on empirical Evidence indicating that, in a human Being,
large Amounts of fresh Fruit and seasonal Vegetables, mixed with low Protein and
Vitamin B12 as Diet, lead to healing from metastasized Cancer in 30% (Thirty per
cent) to around 40-50% (Fourty-Fifty per cent) of Patients, after 5 (Five) Years from
Diagnosis, based on the 153 melanoma Patients reported in Hildebrand’s Study of
1995 (Hildebrand G.L., 1995), the 288 Patients of Binzel’s Study, Half of which
metastasized and many of which had been followed up on until 18 Years after the
cancer Diagnosis and its Treatment (Binzel E.P., Library of Congress Catalog Card Number
94-079593), and finally the Contreras Study (Contreras F. and Kennedy D.E.).
Ideally, a simple intravenous Injection of the single Vitamin in the Patient’s Blood
would be preferable, thus achieving an extremely high Percentage of Uptake of the
Vitamin by the Tumour, like Morrone did in 1962 with B17-Laetrile, via intravenous
Injection.
Intra-arterial Injection could also be used, just like the chinese Study did in 2000 with
a simple Elemene Vitamin, extracted from Turmeric and injected into the carotid
Artery of Forty Patients, 29 of whom were suffering from Glioma (a brain Tumour
originating in the glial Cells), and 11 with Metastasis to the Brain from Cancers
originating in other Organs: the Result was that, after 4 (Four) Years, 30 (Thirty)
Patients saw a Reduction of over 60% (Sixty per cent) of the initial tumorous Mass of
the Glioma or the cerebral Metastasis (Tan P., 2000).
An english Summary (Abstract) of this chinese Study can be read in my Book:
Cancer Therapy, 23 clinical Cases of malignant Tumours cured without ChemoTherapy, by Editoriale Programma from Treviso.
The Idea of injecting together, at least intravenously, the B17-Laetrile, Emodin and
Elemene had fascinated Me, since I was familiar with this methodological Approch
after the Five-year training Course at “San Raffaele” Hospital in Milano, as a
Resident in Nuclear Medicine, and I was therefore resolved to do it, even if I had to
go to the nearest Chemist, or the nearest medical supplies Shop, and buy the dripFeeds and catheter Needles myself.
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But when I starred the treatment Protocol, in May 2002, so I could begin treating
Patients using this new Approach, the Vials for intravenous Infusion, with the above
mentionated Vitamins, were not available to purchase.
I had to make do with what I had: I was going to administer the anti-cancer Vitamins
using only tasty Dishes of Fruit and Vegetables, heavily spiced and accompanied by
freshly cut leaves of medicinal Plants like Aloe…
But I still didn’t know how much Fruit and Vegetable my Patients needed to eat per
Day, while following a low Protein and Vitamin B12 as Diet.
I therefore had to research Vitamin’s Assimilation by the gastro-intestinal Tract, how
They were going to be absorbed by the Liver and what their final Percentage in the
Blood was going to be.
This last Question was the final One of my Study, because german Research in Koln
(Cologne) in 1993, allowed Me to consider a fundamentally ubiquitous Distribution
of Vitamins in the other Organs and Tissues; their low molecular Weight was the key
Factor that allowed them to overcome the “Barrier” of the High Interstitial Fluid
Pressure, or “H-IFP” (Jain R.K, 1988), typical of malignant Tumours, which had
caused the Treatment of monoclonal Antibodies to fail, since They weigh over
150,000 Dalton (Emodin, for example, weighs just a few Hundred Dalton, like all
other Vitamins), and were therefore unable to permeate deeply the killer neoplastic
Mass…
Basically, I needed to understand, for a specific Patient suffering from a specific
Cancer, how much Fruit, Vegetables and fresh medicinal Plants, and of which kind, I
needed to use each Day to reach a Level of some Dozens of nano-moles/millilitre of
Vitamins “X”, of Vitamins “Y”, and perhaps even Vitamin “Z” in the Blood, and
how to keep that stable Levels over Time.
-----------------------------------
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High Levels of natural anti-oxidants Such as Carotenoids, Tocopherols and Ascorbic
Acid have been studied, to test eventual positive Changes in the pathologic Progress
of serious Illnesses such as Cancer.
In an Experiment (Leeds A.R., 1999) which integrated commercial Extracts of Fruit and
Vegetables into the Diet of 16 Adults, showed the following Values of plasmatic
Concentration after the seventh Day of Therapy:
1) Beta-Carotene: increased to stable hematic Concentrations of 0.5 microMols/liter
(i.e. 0.5 nano-moles/millilter).
2) Vitamin C (Ascorbic Acid): increased to about 3 Times as much, reaching stable
hematic Concentrations of 60 microMols/liter (i.e. 60 nano-moles/millilitre).
3) Vitamin E: increased up to stable hematic Concentrations of 3 microMols/liter
(i.e. 3 nanomoles/millilter).
In another Experiment (Abbey M., 1993), which integrated commercial Extracts of
Fruit and Vegetables into the Diet, after 3 Months of supplementing the Diet with 18
milligrams a Day of Beta-Carotene, 900 milligrams of Vitamin C and 200 milligrams
of Alpha-Tocopherol, the plasmatic Concentrations increased respectively by:
Beta-Carotene: + 500%; Vitamin C (Ascorbic Acid): + 55%;
Alpha-Tocopherol: + 27%
--------------------Other Papers confirming the data were published by Inserra, who studied 46 Patients
(Inserra P.F., 1999), and Smith, who studied 20 Patients (Smith J., 1999). Main Vitamins
that One would have wanted to Study in vivo, in the Thirty clinical Cases on which
this Paper was founded:
Ascorbic Acid (Vitamin C) in Leukocytes: 30 micrograms/10E+8 Leukocytes.
Plasma Retinol (acceptable Value): 15-60 microgram /100 millilitres of Blood.
Plasma Carotene (acceptable Value): 80-400 micrograms/100 millilitres of Blood.
Plasma Cholecalciferol (Vitamin D3): 10-80 nanograms/millilitre of Blood.
Tocopherol (Vitamin E): at least 700 micrograms/100 millilitres of Blood.
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Actually, Vitamins in the human Body could reach much higher Values, but it would
have meant that the Patients needed to eat up to 5-6 Kilos of Fruit a Day…
The Solution, quite simple, really, was to think of a Way to transform all those Fruits,
Vegetables and fresh medicinal Plants into a dense Drink, which the Patient could
imbibe at the highest Concentration possible but without raising their glycaemic
Level too much, and perhaps using a Fruit-Press able to preserve and concentrate the
highest Amount of Vitamins present in these Kinds of Food.
My Aim was to reach stable Levels of at least 30-50 nano-moles/millilitre of Blood
of those “X”, “Y”, and “Z” Vitamins.
Unfortunately, there was no hospital Lab or private Lab available to analyse the
Concentration of these “X”, “Y”, and “Z” Vitamins, which was different depending
on the Kind of Cancer affecting the Patient: in Nine Years of home Therapy I had
never been able to measure Emodin, or One of the 180 (One Hundred and Eighty)
Vitamins (Isoprenoids) listed by Tatman, nor One of the 600 (Six Hundred) Vitamins
known as “Carotenoids”, or One of the over 5.000 (Five Thousand) Vitamins known
as “Bioflavonoids”…
The only possible Lead I could follow was that of the great german Doctor Max
Gerson, who had developed a specific Fruit-Press which could concentrate the
Vitamins in the Fruit and Vegetables to 50 (Fifty) Times the standard Amount, and
whose precious Work I decided to study (Gerson M., 1945, Gerson M., 1949; Gerson M,
1978).
--------------------------------------
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Howerver, this “metabolic” Therapy based on massive Use of natural Vitamins
contained in Fruit, Vegetables and medicinal fresh Plants, required that the Food be
of good Quality.
Unfortunately, it’s a well-known Fact that the Pesticides used to protect the Plants
from Parasites and Fungi, inhibit the Plant from producing the Vitamins it would
need for this Purpose, thus causing it to be basically without them.
This would result in the Farmer saving all of their Crops, but at the Cost of selling
Food poor in Vitamins and rich in toxic Pesticides, and whose taste doesn’t even
come close to that “Essence” fabled by our Eiders, who reminisce about a Time
where Fruit was “real” Fruit and Vegetables were “real” Vegetables…
Besides that, extensive Use of chemical Fertilizers has significantly impoverished the
Terrain, thus making it almost impossible for Plants to retrieve extremely important
Minerals like Silicon and Selenium, which are fundamental for healthy Growth and
for Immunity from Parasites or other Attacks, as They are able to produce their own
Vitamins once They have processed the primary Minerals in the Earth.
It was then a Question of introducting the Patient to a low protein Diet, i.e. in the
Nine essential AminoAcids which collate together to form Proteins and which are
then used by Cells, both healthy and neoplastic Ones, to build new Cells, and to look
at other Factors which also favour the Creation of new Cells of Cancer, like for
example Vitamin B12, necessary for the Synthesis of new DNA…

-------------------------------
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A further, not insignificant Matter, was the Danger of introducing the so-called GMO
Plants (Genetically Modified Organisms) into the food Chain.
Since their DNA is structurally modified, it could no longer be guaranteed that the
tertiary Structure of their Vitamins was going to allow these wonderful “Key of Life”
to keep functioning, exactly like a Key that has been modified and then used
normally to open and close Doors, as if being changed didn’t affect its Functionality,
once inserted into the Lock (DNA) …
For many Scientists theVitamins contained in GM plants are basically suspected to
produce as yet unknown Effects on the elaborate vegetable, animal and human
Biochemistry: their tertiary Structure might prove modified compared to natural
Vitamins, and GM pseudo-Vitamins might therefore be unable to correctly interact
with the complex biochemical Reactions that occur in Cells and lie at the Heart of
Life.
Pseudo-vitamins are suspected to be of concern for Man – although that has not been
proved yet – in the Paper describing the analyses carried out in Italy by a research
Group at the National Research Institute for Food and Nutrition under the high
Guidance of Doctoress Elena Mengheri, MON 810 Maize formed the Object of
proteomic Analysis, the Results of which have shown that the Regulation of no less
than 43 (Forty-three) Proteins was altered compared to conventional Maize, and that
They contained a new Version of the important gamma-zein Protein, which is
contained in Maize (Finamore A., 2008).
Currently, only the Spectrometry in Magnetic Resonance Scans is able to study the
Molecule’s tertiary Structure, but it would take several Milligrams of Material to test
and duly analyse it.
It would then take further Time to completely clean the Machine, even after a single
Use, and the Cost would increase exponentially….

---------------------------
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On the Genetically Modified Organisms (GMOs), SEE also The “SANA Conference”
in Bologna, 13th September 2008, with my Report (ENGLISH, ITALIANO,
ESPANOL, DEUTSCH) on “The Threat of Genetically Modified Organisms”, in
Eight Points.
SANA Conference - Bologna 2008, 13th September, Dr. Giuseppe Nacci: “The
Threat of GMOs (Genetically Modified Organisms) on alimentary Models
accompanying the immune and detoxifying Therapy”.
Convegno SANA - Bologna 2008, 13 settembre: Dott. Giuseppe Nacci “La Minaccia
OGM (Organismi Geneticamente Modificati) sui Modelli alimentari di
accompagnamento alla Terapia immunitaria e disintossicante”.
Congreso SANA - (Bologna), 13 Septiembre 2008: Doctor Giuseppe Nacci “La
Amenaza OMG (Organismos Modificados Genéticamente) en los Modelos
alimenticios de acompañamiento a la Terapia inmunitaria y desintoxicante”.
SANA Kongress - 13. September 2008 in Bologna: Dr. Giuseppe Nacci “Die GVOBedrohung (Genetisch Veränderte Organismen) für begleitende Ernährungsmodelle
zur Immun-Therapie und Entgiftungs-Therapie”.

Note: this my Report, in ENGLISH, ESPANOL and DEUTSCH, is available from
INTERNET, in free E-BOOK: “Thousand Plants against Cancer without ChemoTherapy”, MAY 2010.
This my Report, in ITALIANO, ESPANOL and DEUTSCH, is available from
INTERNET, in free E-BOOK “Mille Piante per guarire dal Cancro senza Chemio”,
Dicembre 2009.
This my Report, in ENGLISH, ITALIANO, ESPANOL and DEUTSCH, is available
from INTERNET, in free E-BOOK “Mille Piante per guarire dal Cancro senza
Chemio”, Dicembre 2010, or Febbraio 2011.
My precedent Report of 2006-2007, in FRANCAIS, on the Threat of GMO (“La
Menace des Organismes Genetiquement Modifies”), was available in “Mille Piante
per guarire dal Cancro senza Chemio”, Gennaio 2007, but is today NO MORE
AVAILABLE. This is again available ONLY from a Site INTERNET in France, of
2007: “REFERENDUM d’initiative populaire dans tous les pays de l’Union
Europeenne pour mettre au ban les cultures OGM” (55 Pages).
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Fourth Chapter: 21th April 2002

At the End of January 2001, the Approach to treatment had been established,
although I had to grapple with the practical Impossibility of procuring B17-Laetrile,
the Emodin and the Elemene to inject intravenously into my Mother.
It was the beginning of 15 very long Months that started in February 2001 and ended
in April 2002, long Months of Suffering and Pain, and of Chemo-Therapy.
Then the grim Night of 21th April 2002 came, and I had to come to terms with the
Idea that We cannot escape Fate.
Anyway, I took my Decision, which was final.
I knew very well I was going to have everybody against Me.
The future Opposition made an in-extremis Attempt to meet informally, before the
Events took Us beyond any Qualms…
I refused.
Another Nine long Years passed, and another Night arrived, 30th April 2011…
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Fifth Chapter: Nine Years of Therapy

I looked at the Clock: it was 23.55.
It was the last Time that my Patients could still call at my phone Number: the old
040-350674, to ask Me something, a final Piece of Advice, a final Call for Help…
I turned the old Dosimeter on, to check how much the Measurement of external
Radioactivity had increased on the Display.
I put it delicately the window Pane and waited.
Slowly, the tired Heart of the canadian PDA-2 went back to measuring the gamma
Radiations from Caesium 137 filtering through the flimsy glass Barrier of the
Window, with their lethal 662 KeV of photon Energy…
Midnight of 30th April 2011 had struck…
I got up and went to the Phone I kept in my living Room.
I picked up the Receiver and placed it beside the Lamp, away from the Dial.
I went back to check on the Dosimeter: the Measurement on the Display were still
going up, while the little frenzied Numbers kept changing on the small Gauge, until
their race to the Top started slowing down…
Indeed, the Rain was less Intense and wasn’t pounding any more against the wet
Panes of the kitchen Windows.
It was then that I noticed that the small red Light at the bottom left Corner of the
Device was less bright than before: the Battery was running out.
I kept silently watching the PDA-2, dimming Light, tired and unstable against the
window Panes, while my Thoughts turned almost accidentally to the Events of the
previous Years.
My mind went back to the many Feelings sparked by a vagabond, peripatetic Life,
which had now come to an End, and had started on that Day, many Years ago in
Piola, with a Mouse running around in a small Cage, and ended there, that Night, in
front of a Window, in an old Kitchen, waiting for the Sun to rise again on the City,
drying up the radioactive Rain that was going to fall until Dawn.
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I thought back to the Champs-Elysees, to the big Hospitals in Paris and Lyons I had
visited in 2001, like a little, provincial Italian, asking for Help for my Mother…
And, by comparison, I thought of June 2003, of those Americans who had left the
Depths of Louisiana to undergo that long, wearying Journey to Trieste, their Bones
aching from Cancer… Three Years later, when the Health of their loved One had kept
getting better, thanks to the Aloe’s Plantations, They had with great Difficulty put in
their large Farm, They sent Me a long Letter, which ended with the following
Sentence: “…The best of Live is to give and to understand: thanks, now the STATES
are no longer Alone…”
I also thought back to 2002, to the small russian Party, with that simple wooden Plate
They had brought Me back as a Gift from Omsk or from Novosibirsk, its Base carved
with the Date 16.09.02, my Name and the City of Trieste, all written in Cyrillic.
Their strange Composure, bordering on Formality, sitting beside the only Person
among them who knew how to speak Italian.
After a long Phone-Call in Russian, duly taking Note of a Series of Matters suggested
by Moscow from the other Side of the World, He returned to the Issue of the Nine
essential AminoAcids, namely Leucine, Valine, Isoleucine, Lysine, Methionine,
Tryptophan, Threnine, Phenylalanine and Histidine which I had reported, studied and
analysed from a new Perspective on my Website INTERNET “Le Cure Naturali”.
A Question I felt I had to answer, only in Relation to what I believed was true, based
on my scarce Notions of Biochemistry.
A Matter on which the Russians, in the End, totally agreed, stating that “…Sì, senza
proteine il Cancro non può crescere…” (“…Yes, without Proteins the Cancer can’t
grow…”).
And then, after those Four Months They spent in Trieste, I recalled their second
official Visit, when the russian Patient had seemingly been cured of the neoplastic
Mass, of 5 (Five) Centimetres, He had in his Throat, between his Neck and his left
Ear, which had become a pultaceous residual Mass and had been expelled in 3
(Three) Days from his left Ear, while the Eardrum self-ruptured…
The long, incredible Dinner They offered, on the Day before Christmas Eve 2002, in
an Apartment in via Conti, in Trieste, in a House inhabited almost exclusively by
serbian Families, whose Heads of the Family were extremely respectful towards the
elderly and influential “Ivan”, who spoke to Me in stilted Italian.
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The Two russian Women, busy in the Kitchen, but proud of what They were doing
for Me that Night in the small Kitchen We Five were sitting in.
We were also joined by the russian Enginner, smiling kindly, now full after the usual
Day marked only by the regular Blends of Aloe, Fruit and other fresh medicinal
Plants the Two Women had to prepare for him every other 30 or 45 Minutes,
following the long, elaborate “Diet” I had drafted for him Four Months before, in
September, when They had visited Me for the first Time and I had observed the
neoplastic Mass that was killing him…
This Man, school Together of a famous russian Politician, whose Name, obviously, I
cannot report here…
And the long, endless Tableful of strange, wonderful Food I had never seen nor eaten
before, brought in specially from Tunguska for that second official Visit, while
“Ivan” translated for Me the many russian Stories that are sometimes also told to
Strangers, about their faraway strange Lands in Siberia, still inhabited by Packs of
Wolfs and Bears that could devour all the People of whole Villages, in the long,
freezing Nights of their Winter with no Sun, and where sometimes a Plate of Wood,
carved with a Name, or a Series of Names, is worth more than anything else…
And finally, their “Davai”, with which They bid Me goodbye before leaving…
-----------------------------How far away those Nine Years seemed, patiently waiting, every Night, beside that
Phone I had now disconnected and that wasn’t going to ring anymore…
I forced myself not to think about it.
The Room was cold at that Hour…
Yes.
But also that didn’t Matter anymore…
Curious, though: Thoughts kept running, running, and I didn’t know how to stop
them…
And there was Silence…
Too much Silence.
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I thought again of the many Phone-Calls I had received from People I didn’t know
and I was not going to meet, when They talked to Me in their stilted Italian, with
Accents from all across the World.
Strangers who agreed with the humble Ideas I had published on my Website
INTERNET “Le Cure Naturali” …
Some of them had even visited Me, giving Me simple Gifts from their far-away
Lands, because that is how civilized People behave, like the Russians had done in
2002 and the Americans in 2003, and all of this in exchange for a Piece of Advice for
Somebody else who was waiting for an Answer…
People who, for Me, had symbolized the World…
And, in the meantime, the never-ending Calls from the many Italians who had come
to know of the my Treatment against Cancer with Aloe, I had posted on my Website
INTERNET “Le Cure Naturali” since August 2002, and who wanted to be part of the
“Aloe”, whaterever the Results, because there are so many People who just won’t
give up, and still want to know and understand, before making a Decision.
Their usual Questions: “…is it essential to find that “darned” Plant, full of Thorns
rather than Capsules, Pills o Tablets containing a concentrated Extract of “Aloe
vera”, easier to acquire…”
I thought back to the many People that had called Me over the Years, always mindful
to respect the different Time-Zone, in order not to disturb, to exchange Pieces of
Advice and Encouragement, in broken Italian, wich again took on all the Accents of
the World.
“…After my Website INTERNET “Le Cure Naturali” had been shut down on 27th
November 2005, They had been dumbstruck in Australia, and that was why fervently
requested I send them my Work, which was not available on my Website anymore, so
that They themselves could take over finishing the Translation from Italian, using the
provisional Title “Thousand Plants against Cancer without Chemo-Therapy”, then
distributing it in alls English-speaking Countries…”
“…In South-Africa They had the “Cancer Bush” (Sutherlandia frutescens), perhaps
even more powerful than Aloe, which could not be exported anymore, and They
thanked Me for the free E-Book “Thousand Plants against Cancer without ChemoTherapy, They had just received from Texas, which They were also going to sprend
locally…”
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“…On a small Island in the greek Arcipelago They had a whole Valley full of wild
Aloes, and Nobody had ever known anything about “Apoptosis”. Fortunately, She
had studied Medicine in Perugia, She was a Doctoress, and She was asking
Permission to translate into Greek the whole treatment Protocol…Xaire…
“…In the Azores They weren’t aware of anything I Was saying, but They had wild
Aloes which extended right up to the great Cliffs of “Cora”, and They were asking if
They could be of any Help to my Patients…”
“…In Amazonia They had realized that the Bark of “Graviola” (Annona muricata)
was perhaps preferable to the Fruit of that same Plant…”
“…On the peruvian Andes the Smilax aspera, which had worked so well against
Syphilis, seemed to also work well against Tumours, according to a local Doctor, and
They were asking to share the Information…”
And young Doctoress Ingrid informed Me that “…the Scottish Thyme (Tymus
serpillum) which They had been using successfully for some Years, could perhaps
also be useful for my Patients…to forgive Her for her poor Italian…and in the
meantime She asked if She could translate into Icelandic the treatment Protocol…
Thanks…”
From Val di Susa I was told They had started growing “Burdock”, “Wood Sorrel”
and “Rhubarb”, but were having some Problems with “Slippery Elm”, which was not
native in their Area…
From Liguria I got News that the Plantations of Aloe arborescens were growing well
both on the Riviera di Levante and Riviera di Ponente…
From Alto Adige, Sud Tirol, I learnt that They were trying to produce undiluted
Vinegar from their Apples, but only the ones grown following best Practices in
“organic Farming”, which were then left to soak in excellent seasoned oak Barrels,
like They did in Spain… “…Wiedersen…”
From Venezia I came to know that They had laboured to find the “Carota di Mare”
(“Sea Carrot”), that is the famous Daucus Gingidium that in the Book “Herbario
Novo”, written by Castore Durante for the Doge of the “Serenissima Repubblica” one
Year before the Thirty Years War broke out (1618-1648), had been listed as One of
the most interesting Plants to treat the “Cancaro”, which was how in Italy and in the
XVII Century, They used to refer to the dark, mysterious Ailment that the Romans
had already nominated, using the greek Name “Kakoezes”…
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From Tuscany, I knew that They were cooperating with the nearby University of (…
omissis…) and had started studying an Oil rich in B17, obtained from “bitter
Almond” as per the Information passed on by Dioscoride, but They first needed to
check the Previsions of Law on the Matter, Law which should, in their Opinion, be
profoundly changed before proceeding with animal testing.
They had also worked hard regarding my Suggestion of studying “Cherry Kernels” to
achieve a similar kind of anti-tumorous Oil, rich in B17, which would have to be
tested on lab Animals, once the Ministry had given clearance to proceed.
But the coming Date of 30 April 2011, and the new European Union Directive,
prevented them from achieving He best Result possible…

From the Central Apennines I came to know that They were working on starting
organic Farming of at least Three of the Four Plants contained in the “Essiac”
Formulation, in order to avoid the high importation Costs from Canada, since so
many People were asking for these Plants, rich in B17 and Emodin.
However, the Bark of “Slippery Elm” was One of the Four Plants in the Formulation,
used for its proteolytic Enzymes, which were needed to dissolve the peripheral
Necrosis that protected the large neoplastic Masses. They were asking, therefore,
whether there were italian ancient Plants which had the same Type of proteolytic
Enzymes and could be used instead of the “Slippery Elm” …

From Umbria, or perhaps Marche, They told Me that on Mount “Nerone”, North of
Gubbio, there were many wild medicinal Plants, and according to some Researchers,
these could be perhaps the last Trace of ancient Farming of medicinal Plants, which
had been carried out in those Areas since Times of Romans, if not by the Civilisation
of Etruscans…

From Ischia I came to know that on the Slopes of Mount Epomeo They had finally
pinpointed the perfect Valley to farm organically as many Plants of Aloe as
possible…
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From Acquaviva delle Fonti, between Bari and Gioia del Colle, They had starting
farming of “Red Onion” again…

From Calabria, They reported that, according to some local Doctors, “Bergamot”
could contain Vitamins able to induce “Apoptosis” in cancerous Cells and perhaps
also in Sarcoma and Melanoma, and therefore They had started Farming in again,
while in the Plateau of Sila They were trying to grow Aloe and at least Three of the
Four Plants of the old “Essiac” Formulation…

From Sicily I was informed that in Avola They had started to grow bitter Almonds,
“…come ai tempi di Plinio il Vecchio…” (“…just like in Plinius the Elder Times…”)

From Sardinia They told Me that They might have found the ancient italian
Ginseng…
----------------------------------From Spain, a young cuban Doctoress wrote to Me of her elderly Patient, … born in
Cuba in August 1926…, and suffering from bowel Cancer metastasized to the
Liver…, for whose Treatment She had visited Me in my little private practice Office,
…formally requesting I did not ask the Name of this Patient or hers…, as She was the
only One allowed to open and read his medical Record…
He was faring better, one Year after the Consultation I did in Trieste.
And She thanked Me for everything.
------------------During that odd Meeting, which had taken place a Year earlier, I had been very
surprised by that young cuban Doctoress, with her wonderful spanish Inflection She
imbued her Italian with.
Her fierce Willpower was clear from her Demeanour, in the way She held the
medical Record, and in her nervous Gesticulating, then fixing Me with a proud Stare:
a desperate Willpower which had kept her going on that long and dangerous Journey
to Trieste, changing Three, Four if not Five Planes, and risking her own Life to reach
my modest, untidy Clinic…
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A Doctoress who was perhaps one of the Four or Five Granddaughters of the elderly
“Patient” I was not allowed to know the Name of, and most likely, One of the most
experienced and respected Doctoresses working in One of the most prestigious
Hospitals in Cuba…
She had asked Me, Three Times, whether the “Patient” had to undergo ChemoTherapy, since EVERYBODY - She repeated crying - EVERYBODY - suggested
this Course of Action to her elderly “Patient” and to Her, because, They said, there
was no valid Alternative…
Three Times I replied that, if the “Patient” was going to undergo Chemo-Therapy, He
was surely going to die within a Year…
The Matter was also especially complex, given the Difficulty of the medical Case, of
which She detailed the Specifics reading out loud again the Sections of the Reports I
asked for…
But as I was drafting the usual treatment Protocol…, I noticed that She was already in
the Know, and was clearly expecting and anticipating the Outline I was struggling to
remember and write down…, when facing a bowel Cancer which had already
metastasized into the Liver….
I realized then I was dealing a Doctoress who was more prepared on the Matter than
it seemed.
It was then that I figured that in Cuba They already had everything They needed to
save the Life of that Man, born in August 1926, and most of all that the medical
Team was led by an excellent Doctoress, who had already perfectly understood the
terrible Rules of Cancers with cannot be cheated.
She just needed a little Push…
I thought ahead and made the Doctoress promise that the mysterious “Patient” was
going to cook himself everything He was going to eat, never dining on Food prepared
by others: I was worried, at that Point, about the Matter of the Nine essential
AminoAcids that the “Patient” should not assimilate for the whole of the first Stage
of the Treatment, the most critical One: a Matter that was going to be the only true
Danger of the Treatment failing, since I had understood I was backed by a wonderful
Doctoress, extremely well-prepared on the Use of the many anti-cancer medicinal
Plants Cuba is so rich in…
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The Phone-Call from Spain from that very Doctoress, one Year later, confirmed my
Hopes.
For Seven Years I hadn’t thought again of that Encounter.
Then, in October 2012, the great Publisher Igino Pastrello launched in Italy the italian
Book He had suggested I write, dealing with Twenty-three of my clinical Cases who
had followed in metabolic Therapy until April 2011: “Guariti dal Cancro senza
Chemio: 23 casi clinici documentati di guarigione”.
I sent out some Fifty E-MAILs all over the Globe, it took Me a whole Day, using a
brand-new chinese INTERNET Point that I had chosen as the perfect Location to
spread the News abroad to all the fellow Doctors I cooperated with…
I also had some old E-MAILs Addresses in Cuba, which I had never used before, and
I thought of informing those People, although I didn’t recall very well who They
were…
I didn’t receive any Reply from Cuba, neither immediate nor late, though I had sent
them only a few Lines, easily readable and understandable also by those who are not
familiar with Italian.

Howerver, the next Day, 18th October 2012, as I was absently listening to Radio
RAI, I had a strange Feeling:
there was News that Radio Havana had broken the media Blackout They been in for a
long Time, to issue an important, concise Press Release, which was addressed
“Overseas” and stated more or less the following:
“…Non ha importanza quanto Tempo ci vorrà, ma l’importante è che i Popoli di
tutto il Mondo abbiano finalmente compreso qual è la Strada giusta da seguire…”
(“…It doesn’t Matter how long is takes, what is important is that People all over the
World have finally identified the right Path to follow…”)
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Sixth Chapter: the Defeat

The radioactive Rain from Fukushima had finally stopped falling on the Panes of my
kitcken Window, but the old canadian PDA-2 Dosimeter, serial Number 89137, was
never going to know that: the exhausted Heart of the data Analyser had given out,
and its little red Light, which in that long Night of Soffering had gradually dimmed,
was now out.
I looked outside.
Over the Roofs of the City, a faint Band of Light was crossing the Sky, signalling
Dawn was near.
It was 5:30 am of 1st May 2011.
I went to make a Coffee: the first of a long Series of Coffees I was going to need to
keep upright during that difficult first Day of the new, dark Age that was starting in
Europe.
It was a grim Dawn of total Defeat.
Patients could no longer treat themselves with the over 30,000 or 50,000 natural
Vitamins present in the almost 600,000 Species of Plants all over the World, only
20,000 of which were in Europe.
On the 1st May 2011, Directive 2004/24/CE came into Force, amending the Question
of “traditional herbal Medicinal”, products expressed in Directive 2001/83/CE of 6th
November 2001, which had provided for the Use of “herbal Medicinal” products on
Humans until that Moment.
The European Commission described “traditional herbal medicinal Products” as
follows, in Paragraph 29: “…a herbal medicinal Product that fulfils the conditions
laid down in Article 16.a…”
The european Commission described “herbal Medicinal” as follows, in Paragraph 30:
“…any medicinal Product, exclusively containing as active Ingredients One or more
herbal Substances, or One or more herbal Preparations, or One or more such herbal
Substances in combination with One or more such herbal Preparations…”
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A simplified Registration procedure (hereinafter “traditional-use Registration”) is
hereby established for herbal medicinal Products which fulfil all of the following
Criteria:

A) They have indications exclusively appropriate to traditional herbal medicinal
Products which, by virtue of their Composition and Purpose, are intended and
designed for Use without the Supervision of a medical Practitioner for
diagnostic Purposes or for Prescription or monitoring of Treatment.
B) They are esclusively for Administration in Accordance with a specified
Strenght and Posology.
C) They are an oral, external and/or inhalation Preparation.
D) The period of traditional Use as laid down in Article 16c has elapsed.
E) The Data on the traditional Use of the medicinal Product are sufficient, in
particular the product proves not to be harmful in the specified Conditions of
Use and the pharmalogical Effects or Efficacy of the medicinal Product are
plausible on the Basis of long-standing Use and Experience.
Of the Paragraphs above, the most important and insidious One, was Letter D, since it
ratified a Period of traditional Use as per Article 16 quarter, Section 1, Letter C.
Specifically, Article 16 quarter, Section 1, Letter C, previded that: “…
bibliographical or expert Evidence to the Effect that the medicinal Product in
Question, or a corresponding Product has been in medicinal Use throughout a
Period of at least 30 Years preceding the Date of the Application, including at least
15 Years within the Community. At the Request of the member State where the
Application for traditional-use Registration has been submitted, the Commitee for
herbal medicinal Products shall draw up an Opinion on the Adequacy of the
Evidence of the long-standing Use of the Product, or of the corresponding Product.
The member State shall submit relevant Documentation supporting the Referral…”
Basically, the farming Businesses that had grown, processed and produced, until that
Morning, the Juice of any medicinal Plant were going to be forced to remove it from
the Market, if They weren’t able to prove that it had been in Use continuously for at
least 30 Years before the submission Date of the Application.
But the fundamental Matters of the Directive were at Points 3 and 5.
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Analysing Point 3, We could find that: “…A significant Number of medicinal
Products, despite their long Tradition, do not fulfil the Requirements of a wellestablished medicinal Use with recognised Efficacy and an acceptable Level of
Safety and are not eligible for a marketing Authorisation…”
While in Point 5 it was established that: “…However, even a long Tradition does not
exclude the Possibility that there may be concerns with regard in the product’s
Safety, and therefore the competent Authorities should be entitled to ask for all Data
necessary for assessing the Safety. The quality Aspect of the medicinal Products is
independent of its traditional Use so that no derogation should be made with regard
to the necessary physico-chemical, biological and microbiological Tests. Products
should comply with quality Standards in relevant european pharmacopoeia
Monographs or those in the Pharmacopoeia of a member State.”
The blatant Contradiction of the Two Points is staring us in the Face.
Indeed, on one Side it’s stated that a long Tradition of an herbal Medicine can avoid
pre-clinical Testing, while on the other hand it’s reported that, since “…even a long
Tradition does not exclude the possibility that there may be concerns with Regard in
the product’s Safety, and therefore the competent Authorities should be entitled to
ask for all Data necessary for assessing the Safety…”
The control Authorities should therefore request the necessary Data to evaluate the
Safety of a traditional herbal Product.
Referring to the Assessment of a Product for Use on human Beings, the same
Directive 2001/83/CE, provides that: “…requires that Applications for Authorisation
to place a medicinal Product on the Market have to be accompanied by a Dossier
containing Particulars and Documents relating in particular to the Results of
physico-chemical, biological or microbiological Tests as well as pharmacological
and toxicological Tests and clinical Trials carried out on the Product and thus
proving its Quality, Safety and Efficacy.”
Basically, after 1st May 2011, if a farming Business wanted to sell a herbal Product
(Juice, Plant or Parts of a Plant) detailing on the Package its “therapeutic” and/or
“healing” Characteristics, this Product, even if it had been in Use for Thousands of
Years, was going to be considered in the same Way as a “syntetic Drug” and, as such,
had to comply with all Obligations and Testing required, from chemical and physical
Testing to biological, microbiological, pharmacological, toxicological and clinical.
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It was also necessary to have Authorisation provided for syntetic Drugs, like “Big
Pharma” had done for its Pills, Capsules, Tablets and Vials of various Medicines.
The estimated registation Costs were going to amount to from around 80,000 Euro to
at least 150,000 Euro per single Product: a bureaucratic Fee that a small or mediumsized Farming or herbal Business was never going to be able to sustain.
Only the big multinational pharmaceutical Corporations belonging to “Big Pharma”
were going to be able to afford it, thus gaining sudden Control of a new market
Niche: the herbal One, or “Green Products”.
From that Day on, They were also going to forbid food Supplements containing any
medicinal Herb that hadn’t been previously authorized through those complicated and
extremely expensive bureaucratic Steps.
But the new Legislation clearly stated that it wanted to place the “Safety” of european
Citizens first, make it compulsory to write on the Label of the approved herbal
Products their possible side Effects and any Interaction They may have with any
Drugs.
And in the new “herbal” Products registered by “Big Green”, which were dry and
therefore lacking any useful Quantity of Vitamins, They were going to allow the
Addition of a Plethora of over a Hundred potentially toxic Additives, including
Sodium Lauryl Sulphate, the controversial Aspartame and Sodium Ciclammate, the
artificial Sweeteners as E-215, E-217 and E-219, the different Kinds of Polymers,
like the Co-polymers of Butyl Methacrylate (BA), Polyvinyl-Pyrrolidone, Polyvinyl
Alcohol (PVA), and many more…

Patients were not going to find Aloe, Graviola and many other powerful natural
Substances on Sale, as They had now become illegal forever…

Cancer Patients were going to get treated exclusively with Chemo-Therapy…

30,000 (Thirty Thousand) natural Vitamins, or perhaps 50,000 (Fifty Thousand),
contained in around 600,000 (Six Hundred Thousand) Species of harmless Plants
were not going to be adopted anymore…
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Over Nine Years I had collected and catalogued Hundreds of scientific Works on
over One Thousand anti-cancer medicinal Plants, and I had my Patients use only a
small Portion of it, due to the practical Impossibility of Retrieving them all, since
They had to be fresh and recently harvested, in the Fields and in the Woods, in order
not to lose those most precious Vitamins which the dry herbal Products, prepared in
Capsules, Pills and Tablets did NOT MORE have…
The true Cure against Cancer, in my Opinion, needed to be based on the Idea of
raising the Level of Vitamins in the Patients’ Blood from One Hundred to One
Thousand, thus causing the natural Apoptosis of the neoplastic Cells, may They be
Cancer, Leukaemia, Lymphoma, Glioma, Sarcoma, Melanoma, Multiple Myeloma,
Neuroblastoma or other still.
There were Hundreds of Plants from which to choose the most apt for each specific
clinical Case:
Abelmoscythus moschatus, Acalypha indica, Acorus calamus, Actinidia chinensis,
Adiantum capillus veneris, Ailanthus glandulosa, Ajuga piramidalis, Ajuga reptans,
Albizzia lebbek, Alchimilla alpina, Alchimilla vulgaris, Allium cepa, Allium sativum,
Alpinia oxyphylla, Althaea officinalis, Anethum graveolens, Angelica archangelica,
Aniba roseadora, Annona muricata, Annona squamosa, Antennaria dioica, Antyllis
alpestris, Apium graveolens, Aquilaria agallocha, Aralia racemosa, Arctium lappa,
Argemone mexicana, Argyreia speciosa, Artemisia abrotanum, Artemisia absinthium,
Artemisia dracunculus, Asparagus cochinensis, Asparagus racemosus, Astragalus
membranaceus, Atractylodes ovata, Azadirachta indica, Bacopa monnieri, Bambusa
arundinacea, Betula alba, Boerhaavia diffusa, Boswellia carterii, Boswellia serrata,
Buxus sempervirens, Caesalpinia sappan, Calendula silvestris, Campanula latifolia,
Cananga odorata, Capaifera officinalis, Capparis spinosa, Capsicum frutescens,
Capsicum fasciculatum, Capsicum annuum, Cardamine pratensis, Carlina acaulis,
Carpinus betulus, Carum carvi, Carum nigrum, Caryophyllus aromaticus, Cassia
angustifolia, Cassia occidentalis, Cayaponia tayuya, Ceanothus americanus,
Celastrus scadens, Cerastium alpinum, Cetraria islandica, Chimaphila umbellate,
Chondrus crispus, Cinchona calisaya, Cinchona succirubra, Cinnamomum
zeylanicum, Cirsium spinosissimum, Cissampelos pareira, Citrus aurantium
bergamia, Citrullus colocynthis, Citrus limonum, Cochlearia armoracia,
Coriandrum sativum, Coscinium fenestratum, Crocus sativus, Curcuma longa,
Curcuma zedoaria, Cymbopogon nardus, Cymbopogon citratus, Cynara scolymus,
Draba aizoides, Drinaria fortunei, Drosera anglica, Drosera intermedia, Drosera
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rotundifolia, Dryobalanops aromatica, Echinacea angustifolia, Echinacea pallida,
Echinacea purpurea, Eclipta alba, Elettaria cardamomum, Emblica officinalis,
Epilobium angustifolium, Epilobium parviflorum, Equisetum arvense, Erithrea
antaurium, Erythrina mulungu, Erythroxylum catuaba, Eucalyptus globulus, Eugenia
caryophyllata, Eupatorium perfoliatum, Eupatorium purpureum, Eurycoma
longifolia, Euspongia officinalis, Foeniculum vulgare, Foeniculum sativum,
Frangula alnus, Galium aparine, Galphimia glauca, Gordonia axillaris, Gardenia
jasminoides, Gentiana germanica, Geranium robertianum, Glechoma hederaceum,
Glycyrrhiza glabra, Gnafalium supinum, Goniothalamus species, Grindelia
camporum, Grindelia squarrosa, Hibiscus abelmoschus, Hibiscus sabdaiffa,
Hieracium pilosella, Holarrhena antidysenterica, Houttuynia cordata, Hydnophytum
formicarum, Hypericum perforatum, Hypericum richeri, Hypoxis hemerocallidea,
Hyssopus officinalis, Ilex paraguariensis, Inesinae calea, Lamium album, Lapsana
communis, Larrea divaricata, Larrea mexicana, Laurus nobilis, Lavandula
officinalis, Lavandula angustifolia, Lavandula stoechas, Lepidium meyenii,
Lepidozamia peroffskyana, Lettsomia nervosa, Leucanthemopsis alpina, Lippia
citriodora, Lobaria pulmonaria, Lonicera caprifolium, Lycopodium clavatum,
Lysimachia nummularia, Luffa operculata, Mahonia aquifolium, Majorana hortensis,
Malva sivestris, Malva vulgaris, Momordica charantia, Marasdenia cundurango,
Marrubium vulgare, Maytenus illicifolia, Maytenus krukovit, Melaleuca alternifoglia,
Melaleuca leucodendron, Melaleuca minor, Melaleuca quinquenervia, Melaleuca
viridiflora, Melissa monarda, Melissa officinalis, Mentha species, Meum mutellina,
Mimosa species, Momordica charantia, Morinda citrifolia, Moringa pterygosperma,
Muehenbeckia volcanica, Myrica cerifera, Myristica fragrans, Myristica sebifera,
Myroxylon balsamum, Myroxylon pereirae, Myrtus communis, Nelumbo nucifera,
Nepeta cataria, Nigella sativa, Ochrosia elliptica, Ocimum basilicum, Ocimum
sanctum, Ocimum tenuiflorum, Origanum vulgare, Panax ginseng, Pedicularis
rostrato-capitata, Pereskia bleo, Peucedanum ostruthium, Peucedanum graveolens,
Pfaffia paniculata, Picramnia antidesma, Pimenta racemosa, Pimpinella anisum,
Pimpinella major, Pimpinella saxifraga, Piper nigrum, Phyllantus niruri,
Phyllanthus orbicularis, Phyllanthus urinaria, Physalis angulata, Pinus mugo, Pinus
sylvestris, Plantago major, Polygala senega, Polygonum aviculare, Polygonum
cuspidatum, Primula hirsuta, Primula officinalis, Primula veris, Prunus amygdalus,
Prunus armeniaca, Prunus avium, Prunus nigra, Prunus persica, Prunus spinosa,
Pulmonaria angustifolia, Pulmonaria officinalis, Quercus robur, Rhamnus sagrada,
Rhamnus frangula, Rhamnus purshiana, Rheum officinale, Rheum palmatum,
Rhodiola rosea, Rosmarinus officinalis, Rubia cordifolia, Rubia peregrina, Rubia
tinctorium, Rumex acetosa, Rumex crispus, Salvia miltiorrhiza, Salvia sclarea,
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Salvia officinalis, Sambucus nigra, Santalum album, Satureja montana, Satureja
hortensis, Saxifraga aizoides, Saxifraga rizoide, Saxifraga oppositifolia, Schinus
molle, Scutellaria baicalensis, Scutellaria latiflora, Sempervivum montanum,
Serenoa repens, Sinapsis alba, Sinapsis arvensis, Smilax aspera, Smilax sarsaparilla,
Smilax utilis, Solanum lyratum, Solanum paniculatum, Sophora flavescens, Stachys
arvensis, Sticta pulmonaria, Stirax officinalis, Streptocaulon juventas, Sutherlandia
frutescens, Sysymbrium officinale, Taraxacum officinalis, Tephorosia purpurea,
Terminalia chebula, Thalictrum acutifolium, Thymus serpillum, Thymus vulgaris,
Tinospora cordifolia, Tribulus terrestris, Ulmus rubra, Uncaria guianensis, Uncaria
tomentosa, Vaccinium vitis idaea, Verbascum densiflorum, Verbascum thapsus, Viola
odorata, Viola tricolor, Zingiber officinale, and other…
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Seventh Chapter: the Feast of First May

I don’t know how long I stood at the Window.
It was quite a long while later that I remembered that I still kept in the Clinic where I
worked, in via Machiavelli 10, all 23 medical Records of the Patients I had been
treating until a few Hours earlier: 23 dangerous paper Documents which proved that
it was possible to heal Cancer even without Chemo-Therapy, but simply reducing to a
minimum the Proteins and B12 Vitamin and trying to raise from 100 (One Hundred)
to 1,000 (One Thousand) Times the Concentrations of Hundreds of anti-cancer
natural Vitamins, completely squeezed by well manufactured Fruit-Presses, for the
natural Apoptosis of the neoplastic Cells, may They be Cancer, Leukaemia,
Lymphoma, Glioma, Sarcoma, Melanoma, Multiple Myeloma or other still.
Fresh-Juice from Carrot, Garlic, Onion, Red-Onion, Aloe, Mimosa, Berry of Juniper,
Artichoke, Orange (with Seeds), Grape-Fruit (with Seeds), Strawberry, Milk Thistle,
Gardenia, Southernwood, Feverfew, Roselle, Clove, Ginseng, Iperico, Cardamom,
Cinnamon, Mustard, Laurel, Verbena, Citronella, Strawberry-Tree, Myrtle, Mint,
Kiwi (with Seeds), Citron, Zucchini (with Seeds), Salad-Burnet, Lungwort, Radish,
Chive, Red-Beet, Chicory, Tarragon, Berberry, Pomegranate (with Seeds), Angelica,
Taraxacum, Garden-Savory, Tangerine (with Seeds), Turmeric, Lettuce, WildCabbage, Cauliflower, Apple (with Seeds), Rasberry, Red-Currant, Fig-Tree, Plum
(with Seeds), Lemon (with Seeds), Peach (with Seeds), Watermelon (with Seeds),
Melon (with Seeds), Sarsaparilla, Caper, Mallow, Tomato (with Seeds), LemonBalm, Prickly-Pear (to remove Briers), Marjoram, Garden-Rocket, Sambuk, Parsley,
Basil, Rosemary, Bilberry, Thime, Blackberry, Apricot (with Seeds), Cherry, Grapes
(with Seeds), Ginger, Papaw (with Seeds), Red-Pepper, Ananas (with Seeds),
Burdock, Chick-Weed, Shallot, Holy-Thistle, Paprika, Saffron, Epilobe, Mango (with
Seeds), Endive, Bergamot…
Information that was too dangerous.
I decided that the very next Morning I was going to go to my Clinic, before the
medical Records could “disappear” and, since I had to take some 23 heavy Binders, I
resolved to take my Car, an old dark blue FIAT Punto, even if the Clinic wasn’t far
from .my Home.
But Half-way there, when from via Giulia and via Battisti I was going to take via
Carducci, I had to stop suddenly.
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I was almost at the Intersection with One of the main Roads of the City when I had to
hit the worn-out Brakes, causing them to squeal and the Tyres to screech, even if the
traffic Light was signalling I could pass.
A traffic Policeman, half serious and half amused, had raised his signalling Disk in
front of my Windscreen…
In front of Me, a peaceful Crowd of People of all Ages had just poured into the
Crossroad between via Carducci and via Battisti: it was a large Procession of
celebrating People which filled the large central Road with Shouts of Joy, Whistles,
coloured Balloons and enormous red Banners.
I parked on the Pavement, as indicated by the traffic Policeman, and sat down on the
Hood of my Car, thinking of those medical Records I was now not going to be able to
retrieve before Midday…
It was the First May.
A Day that all People in the World love to celebrate as the Holiday of Life, of the
Sun, of Joy and Peace.
Since immemorial Time, even before History as We know it began, the spring
Equinox had always been the Celebration of the Sun…
The first and fundamental Number in ancient Tradition, the Number One, the Circle,
or Delta, which had always been described by ancient Civilisations as the Symbol of
the Supreme God, i.e. the Sun, always Male, contrasting with the Moon’s Goddess,
his Wife.
It was like this for all Civilisations in the ancient World…
It was the First Mover, the Cosmic Point, the Spirit, the Absolute, that which
identified with the Sun and was considered the “Spiritus Mundi”, the “Divine
Principle”, the “Brahma”, the “Spirit of Life”, the “Dwelling of God”, the “Unity”,
the Yang for the Chineses, Adonai for the Jewish, the God Bragi of the Vikings, the
“Place where the Great Spirit dwells”, the “Blessed Place of Peace”, the “Pleroma”,
the “Nous”, over which Nobody could claim any Power, not even the ancient King of
the Gods of Olympus, who was known as Zeus by the Greeks, Giove, Jovis, Juppiter
by the Romans, Tunia or Tinia by the Etruscans, Odin-Wotan by the GermanicScandinavians, Dagda by the Irish, Perun or Perkun by the Slavic-Russians, Horus
by the Egyptianes, Enlil by the Sumerians, Marduk by the Babylonians, Indra by the
Vedic-Hindus…
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He was the “Shining God”, called Deva by Vedic-Hindus, Daeva by Persianes, Deus
by the Romans, Devas by the Lithuanianes, Tivar by the Germanikes, Theos by the
Greeks, Dazbog by Slavic-Russians.
He was the Monobozo, or “Great Manitou”, of the Native Americans, equivalent to
Rajapati, the “Lord of Creation” of Hinduism, also known as Brahma.
He was the Mikabo of the Algonquian Native Americans, whose Name was far too
similar to japanese God Mikado, last Legacy of an ancient asian Supremacy in NorthAmerica, before known History, and well-reported by the I-CHING of the Chineses,
from the third Hexagram to eighth Hexagram…
Conversely, the Navajos from South-West America still use the Word “Sha” to
represent the Sun. The odd Connection with the Tungusians of Siberia, the Huns, and
the Mongolians (Sha) is clear. A Connection that is actually not so odd.
We could refer to the Tradition of Vedic-Hindus of “Parashurama” and
“Mahabharata”, to the Gilgamesh of the Sumerians, Assyrians, Babylonians, Hittites
and Hurrians, or the greek-roman Tradition of the ancient War of the Twins Castor
and Pollux, or Lycus and Nycteus/Pitteus, fought against the asian Brothers Idas and
Lynceus, Anphion and Zethus, Perses and Astraeus, that is Agamennon and Menelaus,
in the Time of Atalanta (Atlante as “female”, before of God Atlante/Atlas…).
That refers to a Time well before the white Populations previously settled into the
current Central Canada were going to find shelter on an insular Continent stretching
in the Central Atlantic Ocean.
It was after the Start of the zodiac Age of “Libra” (“Krita-Yuga” for Vedic-Hindus),
around 15,270 Before Christ, and it was originated then that the white People of
“Atlantis” (Atlant-IDE, Earth of Atlante/Atlas), namely of Orion, or Ettore-Hector
(“Iliade” of Homer), or Attore (“Tebaide” of Heschylus), or Icarius-Boutes,
equivalent to the egyptian Osiris (Osir-IDE, Earth of Osir/Orion), the persian
Syamak (the sacred Book “Sha-Nameh” by Ferdowsi), the vedic-hindu KrysnaGautama, the celtic-germanic-scandinavian Balder, or Skioldo of Saxo Grammaticus
(“Gesta Danorum”, first Book, third Part), the irish Bull Donn, the persian Bull
Abudad, the slavic-russian Bull Kurke: basically the Tammuz-Dumuzi-Damu or
Gugalanna (celestial Bull) of the Sumerians, Assyrians and Babylonians…
Returning to the asian People, who were governing most of North-America at the
Time, We can also Notice that, in the most ancient Cultures of Siberia, the Word
“Sha” could also mean “Lord-God”, beside “Day” or “Sun”.
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The term “Sha” is also similar to “Ka” (in Sanskrit), which is the same as the old
egyptian Word for Soul (“Ka”), therefore close enough to the old egyptian Word
“Ra”, which identified both the “Sun” and the “Lord”: a term, “Ra”, which was
strangely used also by the far-away Maores of the South Pacific, and whose Origin is
still Subject to debate…
Another Word which is similar to “Ra” but only in its meaning of “Lord” and not of
“Sun”, can be found in other, different People: “Rex-Regis” for the Romans, “Raja”
for the Vedic-Hindus…
While in India the Sun was called, in Sanskrit, “Ravi”.
Basically, We can notice that in all ancient Civilisations the “God of the Sun”
referred always to the “visible Sun”, called in the many ways of ancient Tradition, the
true and only deity: Hyperion-Helios-Haelios in Greece, Elyon for the Israelites,
Apollo for the Romans, Aplu for the Etruscans, Belenus for the Celtikes, Ra for the
old Egyptianes, Asshur for the Assyrians, Utu for the Sumerians, Shamash for the
Babylonians, Brahma for the Vedas in ancient India…
The Sun was “Brahma” for the Vedic-Hindus, “Nirvana”, the “Source of all Light”,
but it was also the God “Dharma”, blending the Two Terms (Dharma-Brahma).
For the Chineses it was the “Chu-ang Tzu”, i.e. the “Fundament of the Sky”, or
“Tao”, the latter represented with Two Ideograms where the first was the stylised
Image of a “Foot”, meaning “Road” or “Walk”, and the second was drawn like a
shining human Face, meaning “Emanation of Thoughts”.
----------------------------
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I went back to watch the Crowd who had now taken over all via Carducci.
The Sun was shining bright, it was a warm First of May, a Date which had been the
same for Thousands of Years…
Indeed, it had been between 30 th April and 1st May, the old Spring Equinox of the
previous zodiac Age of “Aries” (from 2,300 Before Christ to 150 Before Christ) that,
worshipping the “God of the Sun” Belenus, the ancient Celtikes of “Celtiberia”
(Spain and Portugal), of “Gallia” (France), of “Britannia” (Goddess BrigantiaBrigid ?) and Ibernia (Ireland) held their great Celebration of the “Shining Fire”.
Its bright Red was the sacred Symbol of this Celebration, when the Druids led the
Cattle towards the Middle of the Ashes of the “great Fire” that had lit up the Night in
their Village, aiming at protecting the “horned Cattle” from the great Dangers that
were going to threaten in during the Summer: a Memory, perhaps, of a forgotten
Catastrophe, perhaps the One cited by Platone…
But it was also the same Celebration of Vikings, and of the undefeated germanic
Tribes of the North, that Rome hadn’t been able to conquer, and still of the other
slavic-germanic Tribes which had been venturing more and more to the East for at
least Six Thousand Years, right up to the Borders of an ancient China We shall never
know, as the One that was unified in 221 Before Christ is just the “modern” China,
the current one, even if it also worshipped the “God of the Sun”, which the Chineses
thought was being carried by a giant celestial Dragon, since the most ancient,
mysterious Times in their forgotten Past…
We don’t know how to justity the Existence of chinese Writings carved in turle Shells
used for divinatory Purposes, dating back to the Seventh Millenium Before Christ
(6,600 B.C.), and found around Jiahu, in the South Henan Region, in the Middle of
the Valley of the “Yellow River” (Huang Ho), where the ancient Priests used to carve
on Shells the Questions They wanted to ask the Gods: turtle Shells which were then
put over the Fire and, based on the Cracks and Fissures that appeared, represented the
Response of the Gods…

----------------------
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Returning to the West, We can also remember the strange Story of the God who had
been the Son of the Sun-God and of the Moon-Goddess, basically the famous HectorEttore (Eu-Tauros, the “good Bull”) of the “Iliade”, Son of the Sun-King Priamus
and the Moon-Queen Ecuba (Ecate-Ecabe, Moon-Goddess), and which again refers
to Krysna, who also died at the End of the First Age of the ancient World…
Just like We shall never know the true Meaning of the God answring to the Names
Krysna-Gautama, Atlante-Atlas, Ettore-Attore-Hector, Skioldo (“SKIODUNGI”),
Orione-Orion, Osiride-Osiris, Gugalanna, Abudad, Tammuz-Dumuzi-Damu, Donn,
Kurke, Balder-Baldero, “…He who is reborn after the great Catastrophe…”.
It was also, perhaps, the true Meaning of the ancient “Chrismas”, that is of Rama,
Son of Dasharata (Dardanus ?), direct Reincarnation of Krysna, or of “Matali”,
Charioteer of the “Gandarva” (Centaurs, People of Sagittarius) and Ally of Arjuna…
A Christmas some Twelve Thousand Years old, which started after an ancient
“Lent”, Forty Days of Fasting, and preceded an archaic “Easter” which has nothing in
common with the known Festivity of the Jewish and the Christians: an “Easter”
reminiscent of an enigmatic “Jump” and which seems to correspond to the famous
“Saturnalia” of the Etruscans and Romans, with the “Samuin” or “Samain” of the
Celtikes, Germanikes and Vikings, with the “Halloween” of the irish Celtikes (Tuatha
de’ Dannan) , and with “Zaduszny” (All Soul’s Day) of the Slavikes and Russians...
Some forty Days that were perhaps reminiscent of the Forty-day Period when the
Constellation of the “Pleiadi” (“Krittika” in Sanskrit), is no longer visible, perhaps a
Symbol of what We know as Azores, and so the last Strip of Land of Krysna-Balder.
The Azores themselves could represent that which the ancient Egyptianes symbolised
with the “Djed”, i.e. the “Backbone” of Osiride-Osiris which rested in the “Nile”
after He had been “sliced” to fifteen Pieces by Seth, the “God of Chaos and Death”,
as the vedic-hindu God Shiva, as the etruscan God Sethlans, the egyptian God Sobek,
the roman God Saturn, the germanic-viking God Sutr (Name simil to sanskrit Word
“Satre”, as Enemy).
Forty Days which referred to the Time before the funeral Wake of Greeks that was
held exactly Forty Days after the Funeral of a great Warrior: a Tradition that can still
be found in Sardinia.
And Forty Days was alsohow long Noah’s Flood lasted…
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But Noah’s Flood seems to blend with the even more ancient One of Enoch reported
in the “Book of Giants”, and perhaps with an even earlier Flood, which apparently
the Bible doesn’t recall, though it speaks of a Time when “…Giants walked on the
Earth…”
And perhaps Forty were the Days of a terrible, ancient Fasting on some makeshift
Arks, at the Dawn of a new, dark Age, when “Those who came from the deep Sea”,
the “Pelasgians” (the “Pelasgoi” of the Greeks, the “Penates” of the Etruscans and
Romans) had perhaps been the Survivors who had to undergo a fearssome Voyage
from the Central Atlantic Ocean, from Scandinavia (Skandeia, Ursa Minor) and
North-America to Gibraltar and from there to the Eastern Mediterranean Sea,
reaching the Coasts of an ancient Egypt which We shall never know, where the Delta
of the Nile still wasn’t formed, because the White Nile was still flowing in the
Direction of the Congo River, as its Tributary, while the current Desert of Sahara was
still an immense Sea…
And if anything really disappeared in the West, common Land of the Celtikes,
Vikings, Germanikes, Slavikes, Russians, Italikes, Albanianes, Greeks, Turkes,
Armenians, Kurdes, Yazidish, Egyptianes, Persianes, Arabes, Syrians, Israelites,
Afghanes, Pakistanes, Vedic-Hindus of the ancient India, it was perhaps in that which
the Tradition of Greeks recalls as the Catastrophe of Phaeton, which, according to
Platone, can be dated to Nine Thousand Years before him (ca 9,600 Before Christ)
and which according to “Mahabharata” and the Tradition of Tamil could be dated to
9,564 Before Christ…
-------------------The Story of Balder’s Death could also represent, in the Mytology of the Vikings, a
possible Allegory of the End of Atlantis, if We want to identify it as Balder’s “Body”,
while his young Bride Nanna (Inanna for the Sumerians, Diana or Anna for the
Romans, Dana or Ana for the Celtikes), would correspond to a certain Territory in
North-America, who died with him.
It’s stated that also Nanna (young “Moon-Goddess”), Daughter of the Goddess Nep
(elder “Moon-Goddess”, Hel, equivalent to Ecate-Ecabe-Ecuba), died with Balder,
and both Bodies were laid down on their great Ship “Ring Horm” (the Two “Cornua”
of Equator, as: Cornua Circuli Aequinoctialis), which carried the mysterious
“Draupnir Ring” at the Stern’s Right, and was pushed into the Sea and burnt down
with a shower of white fiery Arrows.
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Here, the white Colour could be a Representation of the Tails of Comets which may
have fallen on North-America, Mexico-Yucatan-Nicaragua, South-America,
Antarctica and Atlantis at the End of the Late Pleistocene, in 9,600 Before Christ
(when the great sudden mass Extinction of the Megafauna in most of the World cam
to pass), in what the egyptian Tradition still identifies as the 17th Day in the zodiac
Month of “Scorpio”.
Balder would be Atlantis, well represented by the Constellation of Arcturus-IcariusBoutes; He’s lying out in the Middle of a giant “Ship” formed by the Four great
Constellations of Ursa Major (Stern of Ship, North-America), Leo Minor (Base of
Mast of Shep, Mexico and Yucatan/Nicaragua), Leo Major (Hull of Ship, SouthAmerica), Berenice Coma and Virgo (Bow of Ship, Antarctica).
But this only with the Constellations of Hevelius, mirrorizated to Looking-Glass…
And the Constellation of Arcturus-Icarius-Boutes has at its Feet a small Constellation
of Two or Three hound Dogs, a clear Reference to the Antilles, and consequently to
Cuba, Hispaniola and Puerto Rico; basically, to the mysterious “Hesperides” Islands,
citing a Paragraph from Plinius the Elder (“Naturalis Historia”, sixth Book, 201),
where the the great old-roman Scientist identified a Forty-day Navigation to reach the
Islands over the Atlantic Ocean.
He wrote: “…Beyond the Gorgades Islands (Cape Verde) We know can find the
Hesperides Islands, after Forty Days of Navigation in the innermost Depths of the
Sea, as stated also by Statius Sebosus…” (SEE Statius Sebosus in: Solino,
“Collectanea Rerum Memorabilium”, LVI, 13-19).
And the Hesperides Islans could symbolise the Three Parcae of the Romans, the
Three Moirai of the Greeks, the Three Norns (Noire) of the Germanikes and
Scandinavians, the Three Lasae of the Etruscans, the Three Rozenice of the Slavikes
and Russians…
It is easy to recognise in the Great Bay of Hudson the misterious “Draupnir Ring”
which was set by Odin-Wotan at the “Right of the Stern” of the great pyre Ship which
was then going to be burnt down.
It could also be the Compass identifying the Magnetic North Pole, which can still be
found in that Area, between the Baffin Bay and the Hudson Bay, a Compass placed
by Odin-Wotan on Balder’s pyre Ship.
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We could finally understand the misterious allegoric Meaning of the magical “Ring”
of Odin-Wotan, “…capable of multiplying Nine Times an its own…”.
In this dantesque Picture of a whole Ship in Flames (North-America, MexicoYucatan/Nicaragua, Atlantis, South-America, Antarctica destroyed by the Phaethon
Comets), a female Titan called “Yrrokin” makes his Entrance.
She takes it upon himself to carry the giant Ship out to Sea, the final resting Place of
the divine Bodies of Balder and Nanna, pushing the “Ring Horm” from the Stern,
causing a devastating Seaquake on the Way…
Although there is a very brief and fleeting Presence in the Description of the viking
Funeral of Balder, this Divinity is apparently out of Place, since it’s not reported in
any other germanic or viking Myth…
Curiously enough, the Name “Yrrokin” unequivocally refers to the specific Term
“Irikoiw” of the Native Americans of Algonquian (South-East Canada and North-East
USA), with which the Tribes of Iroquois also identified the “Snake”: there ensues the
possible feminine Equivalence of the “Land”, meant as “Land of the Snake”, and
therefore the Identification of Siberia, seen as the Land of the “Snake-Dragon”
(Constellation of the Dragon) from which the Stern of the great Ship had just
separated, with the final Disappearance of that narrow Strip of Land known as
“Beringia”, and followed by the first Raising of the Sea, which happened in a postatlantis Age, and last Reminder of an ancient Bridge of Lands which used to connect
Alaska and Siberia….
The Constellation of Dragon still seem to represent the Volga Upland (Head), the
Urals (Back), Tunguska (Belly), Japan (hind Leg), Taiwan-Formosa (Foot) and the
Altai Mountains (front Leg).
This happened in an Age where most of Eastern Europe, Siberia and Central and
Northern China were still under the Waters of a great Ocean (Sea of “Stige”, or Styx)
which connected the Baltic Sea to the Black Sea and the Caspian Sea, and covered
the whole of the Siberian Plain, the Two Deserts of Makla-Makan and Gobi…

--------------------------------
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It’s difficult not to think of a real, ancient Tradition, of a remote Civilisation that
existed and has been lost, and that celebrated, then as now, the Day of the spring
Equinox: the Day when the “Sun-God” was resurrected victorious…
And what I was seeing sitting on the Hood of my Car, was the same Celebration
which had been kept and passed on in Dozens of different Languages, for Thousands
of Years, by People apparently so different, but actually connected by an ancient
common Culture, lost in the Depth of the Ocean…
And the red Colour was its most ancient Symbol, ever since Druids and the Celtikes,
and even earlier…
Perhaps even before Cyrus the Great founded, at 550 Before Christ, the modern
Persia, if We care to see a specific Overlapping of the Myth of Perseus and his
Pegasus-Horse with the persian Rostam and his Rakesh-Horse (the sacred Book
“Sha-Nameh” by Ferdowsi), where Rostam, in the “Ramayana”, seems to be
equivalent of the great Barata, Brother of Rama (post-atlantis Europeans) and of
Shatrugna (Arabes).
Perseus, Rostam and Barata, though post-Atlantis beings, move the true Story of
Persianes to even before the great Catastrophe mentioned by Platone, if We identify
them as the ancient People of Menoetius, Brother of Atlantis, in Balarama
(“Mahabharata”) Brother of Krysna, in Scato (Saxo Grammaticus, “Gesta Danorum”,
first Book, third Part) Brother of Skioldo, in Erechtheus, Brother of Boutes, in
Tyndareus, Brother of Icarius, in Onkesto, Brother of Thersites-Tiresias: basically, as
the ancient “white” People that still desperately kept its Domain on the “hind Leg” of
the famous Ursa Major, whose “Head” was the current Alaska, and the “front Leg”
were the Rocky Mountains, already fallen to the asian “People of Dragon” in zodiac
Age of Sagittarius (19,600 Before Christ) …
This, Ten Thousand Years before the lost War of Atlantis (SEE “Parashurama”,
“Mahabharata”, first Book of Saxo Grammaticus on “Gesta Danorum”, and the
etruscan-roman Myth of the Two Sisters Didone-Dione and Anna, in “Eneide” by
Vergilius).
We should also backdate the true Story of the Arabes to the Sixteenth or Eighteenth
Millenium Before Christ, since their Land (Constellation of Scorpio, Cerberus Dog,
Lupus, and Canis Minoris) seems to be the same of Castor, Polydorus and Ajax the
Younger of the greek Tradition, and of Remus, One of the Twin who founded Rama/
Roma (the etruscan-roman Goddess “Rom-IDE”) …
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He was too Garm, the “Dog of the Dead” in germanic-viking Tradition, but reported
also as the heroic younger Twin of Bessus, both mentioned by Saxo Grammaticus in
his first Book, fourth Part, on the “Gesta Danorum” …
It seems also to be the same Land of the mysterious egyptian “Jackal-God” Anubis,
Brother of Bata …
He was the younger Twin Sahadeva in the “Mahabharata”, and Shatrugna (ShaTruyaka, “Three Times King”) in the “Ramayana” …
It’s the famous People of “White Elves” from Alf-Heim of germanic-viking
Tradition…
A white People who lived in Arabia well before the Birth of Atlantis-Krysna-Balder
and whose sacred Land, starting from the “Tail” of the Scorpio, identifiable in the
Shores of Sea of Nafud (perhaps the ancient “Acheront’s Sea”, or “Keront Sea”) in
the Late Pleistocene, reached to the “Head” of Scorpio (ethiopian Highlands), and
was lost Hundred Times under the savage, repeated Invasions of the “People of the
Dragon”, and Hundred Times reconquered with the Blood…
But also the Israelites, in this Light, seem to be a most ancient People, almost as if it
had actually been the vedic-hindu Daksha, beheaded by Shiva, and We would then
identify it as the lost People of India of Uranus and Tantalus-Talaus, invaded by the
Mongols of Kronos and Agamennon-Anphiaraus, the Mongols of Angra Manyu (the
sacred Book “Sha-Nameh” by Ferdowsi), or still the mysterious Anu of the sumerian
Tradition, killed by Nergal, or Apsu, killed by Kingu, according to the Babylonians…
He was the old Anchises sung by Vergilius in the “Eneide”, or the old Drupada, of
the “Mahabharata”, the egyptian God Ptah, and finally the famous Abele, killed by
Cain…
All of this happened at the beginning of the zodiac Age of Virgo (13,100 Before
Christ), and the People of Atlantis, Son of the People of Uranum, could not save them
from what now seems to have been the first true Genocide of History suffered by
Hyksos, as Issedones, as Essenes, namely the Jews…

And also…
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In this View, also the South of China and Indochina seem to be more ancient than We
know, if We identity in the heroic Iravan, Son of the beautiful Ulupi of the “Reign of
Naga”, the last Trace of a desperate, vain Resistance of that asian People to Powerful
of the “People of the Dragon”, which in the End conquired also the “Land of the
Turtle” (Constellation of Cassiopeia: South of China, Indochina, Philippine, Borneo,
Java, Sumatra, Sulawest and Malay Archipelago), the Home of the “Han”, which
form the main Component (Today 92-95%) of the current chinese Population.
In this View, the immortal Verses of the vedic-hindu “Mahabharata” sound painful,
when They sing the hopeless cavalry Charge of the heroic Iravan, during Krysna’s
bloody final Battle against One Hundred “Kaurava” (asian People of Dragon).
It’s perhaps the most ancient written Testament of a chinese cavalry Charge, which
ended in a Defeat with the Arrival of the “Rakshasa”, …Blacks as the Pitch and the
Coal… who overturned the initial chinese Victory:
“…In the eighth Day of Battle of Kuru Kshetra, Iravan, the great Son of Arjuna and
Ulupi, Princess of Naga, joined in the Battle. He led a Division of Warriors riding
himalayan spotted-Horses, wearing chain Mails and Saddles in golden Metal, and
charged against the vast enemy Cavalry over the Hill of Gandahara, led by Six
younger Brothers of Shakuni, and of whom only Rishada survived. But it was then
that the savage Alambusha, Chief of the Rakshasa, intervened and killed Iravan in a
terrible, final Counterattack…”
The “Mahabharata” states that it all happened in the eight Day of the “Kuru Kshetra”
(Field of Kuru), which We can refer to 9,700 Before Christ, Thirteen Centuries after
the beginning of the zodiac Age of Leo Major (10,950 Before Christ).
We can therefore conclude that the first documented chinese cavalry Charge could
have happened in the South of China, around 9,660 Before Christ, over what, at the
Time, were the simple Hills of “Gandahara” and which became, following the
Catastrophe in the Late Pleistocene, the current Mountains of the Himalayas and
Tibet…
---------------------------------------
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I watched with increasing Fascination those long red Banners, happy Mothers with
their Children running around, and tried to imageine other Places, of One Thousand,
or Five Thousand Years ago, and more…
Small fortified Villages, like the one some People of Slavikes, Germanikes and
Scandinavians had built, One Thousand Years after the Death of Balder-KrysnaHector, on the Banks of a little River that was going to be called “Moscova”.
A little Village that was named with the sacred Name of “Mokoz”: the greek Athena,
the etruscan-roman Minerva, the egyptian Neith, or Sekmet, the vedic-hindu
Sarasvati, or Durga, the celtic Brigid-Brigantia, or Durge, the germanic-viking
Modgurd, the “Girl of Giants”, the “Goat” Amaltea-Heidrun of Giove-Jovis-JuppiterZeus-Odin-Wotan…
Athena-Minerva was the young Daughter of Metide (Met-IDE, the “middle Land”),
and the same Athena-Minerva was born with Spear, Shield and Armour from the
“Head” of Zeus-Giove: the Sagittarius-God, the old Centaur Kirone, the One with the
Bow and the Arrows…
A Constellation, the Sagittarius, whose “hind Leg” resembled a sort of primitive Italy
(Ithaca ?) in the Age of Atlantis, last Bastion of white People of Tyrrhenians,
(“Taurou-Uioi”, Children of Tauris), always under Siege and wreaking War against
the asian Armies of the great Dragon (I-CHING, second Hexagram, “… Dragons
fight in the Meadow. Their Blood is black and yellow…”).
While the “Knee” of the Sagittarius seems to be Gibraltar, the “front Leg” the
mountain Chain of the Atlantis, from Morocco to Tunisia, the “front Thigh” the Spain
and Portugal, the “animal Torso” are the current France and Germany, the “small
Cape” on his “Shoulders” are the Carpathian, the “human Chest” is England
(“Dulicchio”, as “Long Island”, sung by Homer).
While the “Head” would be perfect to identify Scotland, landing Place of the last
Survivors of a whole Continent that disappeared forever under the Waves of the
Atlantic Ocean “…in the seventeenth Day of the Month of Scorpio…”, according to
what the Egyptianes passed on, basically the ancient “Metide” from Greeks, the
mysterious “Maud” of Celtikes, or “Ad”, in according to Arabes.
--------------------------------
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I was fascinated by that Show…
It was the Day that many People had celebrated for Thousands of Years, united by
the same common Wish: Peace, Freedom, Life.
Whole Families were walking together in a Day which seemed to be full of
Happiness and Hope for everyone…

Unfortunately, I realised it was no longer like that.
We had lost the War, less than Ten Hours earlier…

And I recalled an old Sentence, tough I could no longer remember the Source, which
reads more or less a is follows:
“…When a bloody Dictatorscip comes to an End, there’s only Violence, Blood and
Pain, while the savage Dictators are dragged to the Gallows by the angry Crowds…
…But, when Freedom comes to an End, on the other hand, Nobody realises, because
the innocent People is still shouting and cryng their Joy for the Life, the Freedom
and the Peace…”
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Eighth Chapter: the Patient of Costa Rica

It was only after 3 pm on that fateful Day that I managed to collect my precious 23
medical Records.
We had lost…
From that Moment on I could only give brief medical Consultations, carefully
avoiding any treatment Indication that may have involved medicinal Plants, now that
They had been forbidden by Law.
The List of Plants was extremely long, so much so that i had to be careful in
suggesting even “Red Onion” of Tropea and of Acquaviva delle Fonti.
But the long List I had downloaded from Alliance for Natural Health International,
of the 16th February 2011, was far too clear (Alliance for Natural Health: Endangered EU
Herb List).
Yet, I was still visited, at least for a Consultation, by Families from all over Italy,
often with their own agricultural Lands or small Patches of Lands.
They had the medical Record of their loved one, who was waiting at Home or at the
Hospital, often already undergoing Chemo-Therapy.
In these Cases, I had to end the kind Conversation promptly, escort them to the Door
asking for no Compensation and hoping I hadn’t said too much.
Until, 18 Months later, on 18th October 2012, an old Friend of mine sent Me a
strange Message, which Radio Havana had cleary broadcasted “from Overseas”
And I understood that it wasn’t over, it was still possible to fight, even though We
had lost the Freedom to choose our Treatment, at least in Europe.
Perhaps, the final Match was going to be played in America, although not straight
away, as I understood only seven Years later, in 2019…

--------------------------
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2012 went and 2013 came.
The great Igino Pastrello, my Publisher, had once again pushed Me to write, and so I
had my Book on the 23 clinical Cases translated into good scientific English and
titled: “Cancer Therapy: 23 clinical Cases of malignant Tumours cured without
Chemo-Therapy”.
As usual, I told the medical Contacts I had in the USA, Canada, Costa Rica, Brazil,
Argentine, South-Africa, India, Australia and New Zelanda.
-------------------------Many Countries in South-America showed some Interest in the Use of fresh
medicinal Plants with the Cooperation of the Hospitals of the Indian Union.
I received a courtesy Visit from an italian Patient, who had been living in Costa Rica,
for Years, and came to Me following the Advice of fellow Doctors who were treating
him.
His medical Case reported a “previous” primitive bile duct Carcinoma (CholangioCarcinoma), large around 6 (Six) Centimeters, which had metastasized into the Liver,
and had now “apparently REGRESSED”.
He had been treated in Costa Rica with no less than 16 Enemas with 30 fresh anticancer medicinal Plants based on “Ayurvedic” and “Spanish-Caribbean” Traditions,
which had been performed over Six Months with the Cooperation of an Indian Team
from New Delhi or Calcutta, and the Cancer had apparently regressed completely,
with no need of Surgery….
------------------------2014 came, and nothing of note happened.
I still hadn’t closed my medical Clinic, but I felt it was Time to do so, before I got in
serious Trouble.
I was visited by some Germans from Hamburg, and They told Me that the Situation
was also grim in Germany.
They informed Me that no good News came from France, and in Great Britain there
were talks of leaving the European Union…
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Ninth Chapter: Boston

In 2015 something very important happened…
I received a Phone-Call from Boston: it was a young, female Voice who spoke in a
measured Italian, almost as if She had learnt it in School, but tinged with an odd
french Accent which made the Language sound extremely soft and pleasant.
I was reminded then, I don’t know why, of the wonderful spanish Accent of that
young cuban Doctoress who had come to Me in far 2004…
The Girl was reluctsnt to give Me too many Details regarding the Reason for calling
that Night, except for the kind of Disease which was affecting her Brother, a Glioma.
She only said that was going to arrive with her other Brother, the youngest one, on a
certain Day at the Airport of Aviano, and that the Date was set and could not be
changed.
She asked if I could set an Appointment with her at my Clinic for that same
Afternoon, because They were going to leave straight after, and that was why She
was calling so early, since, She thought, I was bound to have other Appointments that
Day.
I confirmed my availability, explained how to reach via Machiavelli 10 by Car, and
We fixed the Appointment for the following Week.
It was only some Days later that, thinking again of that nice female Voice and her
wonderful french Accent, I lingered on the strange Matter of Aviano.
The international Airport in Friuli Venezia Giulia is in “Ronchi dei Legionari”, only
Twenty Kilometers away from Trieste, on a handy Highroad.
Aviano is instead the feared american military Air Base which covers a large Portion
of the former NATO Border, from where, in case of War, the fighter Planes were
going to take off to intercept the soviet nuclear Bombers, and perhaps also the
american Bombers directed to the Soviet Union with their same, horrible Cargo of
Death…
Why would a Girl and One of her Brothers leave from Boston and land in an
american military Base, over Hundred Kilometers from Trieste, when “Ronchi dei
Legionari” was only Twenty Kilometers away ?
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On the Phone, the Girl had also mentioned something that was going around a lot in
America, the so called “EN HEI SI SI HAI THERAPY”, which I hadn’t been able to
recognise.
In any case, I waited for her in my Clinic, in the early Afternoon of a Day in a Month
I don’t remember, with all the scientific Material on how to treat Glioma I had at
Home, and which had spent some Days reorganising, adding also a full Paper in
Chinese, with Abstract in English, which had been published in China in 2000, and
had taken Me Eight Years of vain Attempts to obtain it from the Chineses…
Unfortunately, the Consultation was extremely painful…
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Tenth Chapter: 24th May 2017

You left on Wednesday Morning.
I had dozen off in the Armchair in the Bedroom where You were sleeping, with
Mum’s big Picture hanging in front of You, beside that of Us as Children: Stefano,
Cristina and myself.
Below, the Photo of the Third Assault Fusilier Company of the “Sassari” Brigade
which You commanded, and finally the Photo of Mario, from Lecce, who was
honoured with “Medaglia d’Oro al Valor Militare”, the Golden Medal of Military
Valour.
I was beside You when it happened.
Only Four Days earlier We had celebrated your wedding Anniversary, but We didn’t
know it was going to be your last one.
You woke Me up suddenly, at 10:15 that Morning, after a whole Night spent
watching over You:
…Peppone…!!!
Or perhaps it was only Your Thought that reached Me…
Sadly, Your Breathing had changed, and now You were holding my Hand tightly
while watching Me.
Then it all ended, and You shut Your grey-green Eyes, Your Head tilting to the
Right.
---------------------Following the Instructions You had left several Months earlier, I called Stefano, Five
Minutes later.
I looked at the Clock: it was 10:35 on Wednesday 24 May 2017.
A beautiful sunny Day.
The Bora was blowing hard over Trieste…
You had finally joined Mum and Cristina, who was still a Child…
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------------------------

As I came to know one Year later, the “Last Survivors” of Your former Soldiers from
the 151st and 152nd Brigade Regiments “Sassari” honoured You over Half of
Sardinia, respecting Tradition…
Forty Days later.
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Eleventh Chapter: Sonnenschein

Trieste, 9th July 2019.
The wide Square in front of the University was almost deserted, that nice, sunny
Monday Morning.
There were no Clouds in the Sky.
Sudden cool Bora Wind gusts were blowing on the Top of the Hill where the
imposing greek-roman Building had been built in 1938, and where, many Years
before, when I was still studying Medicine, I often went and played Ball, careful not
to break any Windows…
I looked around: Sonnenshein was not going to be late…
I saw her then, and immediately recognised her, even if She was still far away, by her
elegant, quick-paced gait on the Stairs of the University…
Her large blue Eyes immediately opened wide when I showed her little Dedication I
had written on the Cover of my Book “L’ultima Guerra di Atlantide”
-…Alla più bella di tutte …- She read, laughing with Joy.
-…Si, ma non dirlo a nessuno…- I replied, admiring her appealing, golden
“Sourcilles de Bichette”,
-…tranne che alla mamma…- I finished.
Suddenly, Sonnenschein turned serious, and her innocent Face was crossed by
something like a faint Shadow…
It saddened Me.
Perhaps She was thinking that, even though I could still practice as Doctor, I had
given up.
I was weary after Eighteen Years of Battling, and I hoped She really understood the
Reason why i had resolved to throw a Degree in Medicine and a specialisation
Degree in Nuclear Medicine out of the Window, and why I had closed my medical
Clinic…
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She could see I was still enthusiastic, absorbed in the Studies I had begun at high
School on ancient Greece, and often busy, in the last Mounts, reading and meditating
on recent italian Translations of the sacred “Kojiki”, my favourite Book at that
moment…
She turned her Eyes to Me, staring at Me deep in Thought, and asked:
-…Will this cursed Night ever come to end ?
-…I had an old Friend in Cuba…-, I answered, feeling a stabbing Pain - …but He
left that Island in 2016…
She didn’t get the Meaning of my Words, since I had never told her the Story of a
proud, brave cuban Doctoress, who 15 Years earlier had risked her Life to save that
of a Man who had always sacrificed himself for the Good of his People, never asking
anything in Return…
-…And is there Nobody else ?
-…No, Nobody…Anyone who could help is now dead…
I stopped, not knowing whether to keep going.
In truth, in Moscow there was still a Russian that 17 Years before had sent a school
Together of his to Me, but old Russia was too far away, and in any case He could no
longer help the our innocent People…
Only the American was left, the One from 2015…
Then I added: -…Only One is left…the Last One of Those Who Were…of Those Who
still Believed in Value Like Freedom, True Freedom, Which Used to Exist in Europe
and in America, and is perhaps Surviving still in Russia…
But He’s the Last One. When He’s gone, there will be Nobody else, neither in
America, nor in Europe…
…But who is He ?
…A Man from America…- I replied - …but I can’t tell you his Name, because his
Son and his Daughter came to Me in Confidence…
Sonnenschein seemed surprised by the mysterious Story I was about to tell her, and
sat beside Me, still thinking, in the Middle of the large Steps from which it’s could
overlook all Trieste and from where could see, on that clear, windy Morning all the
way to “Pirano” …
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She focused, because She had understood that I was going to speak of something
important, a Story that was worth her while…
For her it was News, since I tried never to talk about my Past, scattered with too
many painful Event which I generally avoided mentioning, since I always risked
recalling sad and painful Memories…
I far preferred telling her of the great ancient Myths, which I secretly made up
especially for her, pretending They were true, which i had just finished translating
from Greek, Latin, Sanskrit, Gaelic or the ancient Norse.
She was especially keen on her favourites, like the mysterious Braid of AfroditeVenus, or the braided Hair of Freya, or Isis’s wonderful golden Curls, or even the
enchanted Braid of Laksmi, or Draupadi’s Braid, or the blond One of Helen…
I used to tell her of the Heroes and the great Gods, like Krysna, Freyr, Paris,
Kukulainn, Gilgamesh, Balder, Giasone, Lug, Hector, Horus, Iravan, Aeneas, Thor,
Arjuna, Sigfrid, Rama, Mithra, Odino, Rostam, Indra, Wotan, Ulysses, Skidnir, or
Heracles…, who were granted, according to these Myths, One single Night to unravel
those enchanted Braids, which were always tied in Twelve sacred Knots, and to
which no Mortal could come close…
But She knew well that I was making those “ancient Stories”, up especially for her,
only to see her smile…
This Time, howerver, the Story was real and, hearing the different Tone of my Voice,
a Shadow of Sadness touched her Face…
I heaved a Sign and started my Story:
-…Four Years ago, this American sent Two of his Three Children to Me, that is, his
younger Son and his Daughter, who was the only One speaking Italian, although
with a funny french Accent. They were also accompanied by another Girl…
They came for their older Brother, who was suffering from a brain Tumour and who
died shortly Thereafter, altough I dont’t remember exactly when…
Sonnenschein focused her Attention even more, while I was trying to recall as well as
possible what had happened Four Years earlier in that medical Consultation with
those Three mysterious Americans…
It had been a strange Meeting from the way it had been set, since They had decided
the Date, with only a few Days warning….
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It was as if the Flight They were going to take from America to land in Aviano was a
military Flight, which had been scheduled in advance, like the Journey taken every
Week by an old Cargo Plane, perhaps a Hercules C-130, which left at Dawn from a
certain City situated on the Coast of Atlantic, in order to take all necessary Supplies
to the big Air Base in Aviano, as well as the new Recruits who had enlisted and other
american military Personnel who were returning from Leave…
It was then leaving in the Evening with different Materials and Passengers, but this
time finally returning Home, to the STATES…
That’s why, when I saw the Two Gerls entering my humble Clinic, I thought They
were Two Soldieress based in Aviano, immediately noticing their Clothes, which
resembled military Ones, being practical and comfortable.
Strangely enough, though, both Girls, One blond, the other brown-haired, had long
Hair, which complicated the Matter.
Finally, the younger Brother came in, also wearing military-like clothes.
They all sat down in front of my Desk where I had already prepared the Chairs, while
I wondered who those Three Americans were, since They came from the Aviano Air
Base, although non-military Personnel.
They broke the Ice first, the brown-haired Girl in particular, and I immediately
recognised her Voice as the One who had called from Boston the Week before, with
her soft french Accent.
She was sitting right in front of Me, the blond Girl to her right and her Brother on the
left, all Three of them smiling as if They felt in a friendly Place…oddly enough,
Eight Thousand Kilometers from Home…
But They were exausted by the Flight, and I immediately thought back of the other
Americans who had arrived in Trieste from Louisiana, so long ago, in June 2003.
They had taken a scheduled Flight, changing in “Fiumicino”, Roma, and landing in
“Ronchi dei Legionari”, even though the Dad was suffering from bone Metastasis
caused by the prostate Cancer…
These Three Americans, who had come to Me for an urgent medical Consultation,
had also undergone a rough Flight, it was clear from their tired, pale Faces.
It was as if They had not slept and the Plane had been One of the usual, old Cargo’s
Hold of a Hercules C-130 I had heard of from an italian Soldier…
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This uncomfortable iron and aluminium Seats, lined along the plane Walls, the cold
increasing while the Air-Cargo, italian or american, climbed higher and higher, until
the Decompression made Hurt your Eadrum, and over there, in the Cargo’s Hold
where the Troops were also sitting, it almost made You throw up for the Lack of Air.
It started already when the Plane reached over Three Thousand Meters of Altitude
before stabilising for the Flight at Five Thousand Meters, while the Soldiers leaned
against the too-thin Walls of the Plane, watching fearfully the gigantic crawler
Vehicles, and the different Cargo’s Hold tied to the Middle of the Fuselage, never
knowing if the Strings were really going to hold for the whole Flight…
-----------------------It was the brown-haired Girl sitting in front of Me, and who had spoken to Me on the
Phone with her nice french Accent, who broke the Ice, repeating that strange
Sentence She had mentioned the Week before, and which I had abolutely not
understood: “…En Hei Si Si Hai Therapy…”
I was puzzled, and She burst out laughing, took a Piece of Paper and One of the usual
Pens scattered across my Desk, and wrote my Surname…
She than mentioned my old E-Book, still circulating online in INTERNET:
“Thousand Plants against Cancer without Chemo-Therapy”, while She handed Me
the extensive clinical Documentation printed in good Italian, of the Patient “George
Lincoln”, and from which I was able to completely understand the resulting medical
Situation, which She had already revealed on the Phone.
This way, in just a few Days I had been able to put toghether and prepare on my
Clinic’s Desk all the Documents I thought could be useful related to international
scientific Research carried out on the Treatment of Glioma, which could perhaps save
her Brother’s Life, who was still in America…
The Ice melted, and for many Hours the brown-haired Girl, on behalf of the other
Two who unfortunately struggled to understand Italian, discussed with Me the Matter
of her Brother, and the Treatment He had followed up to than Point, at my Request,
on the Question whether it was still possible to induce Apoptosis in neoplastic Cells
of a Glioma in such an advanced Stage…
Whereas, I don’t knew to reply to a specific Question regard as to Use of VIRUS
against Cancer.
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Then her Eyes fell on 4 (Four) Pages, written in Chinese, of Professor Tan, who had
managed to reduce neoplastic Masses of Brain by 60% (Sixty per cent) in 30
(Threnty) out of 40 (Forty) Patients He had treated in Four Years, from 1994 to 1998,
without Chemo-Therapy, but with a simple Elemene Vitamin, extracted from
Turmeric and injected into the carotid Artery (Tan P.: clinical Study on Treatment of
40 Cases of malignant brain Tumour by elemene emulsion Injection, Chin. J. Integr.
Trad. Western Med, 20, pp.: 645-648, 2000).
A scientific Paper that I had scrupulously kept in may Home since 2008, although I
had wondered sometimes whether I was ever going to need it, since it was all in
Chinese, except for the short “Abstract” written in English…
A Paper I had desperately dug out the “Tons” of clinical Documentations I had at
Home, in those few Days after the Phone-Call from Boston…
But in that Moment, in my small Clinic, the medical Situation of her Brother was in
such an advanced Stage, that it was going to be impossible to try and contact the
Chineses…We all knew that.
But since those Three Americans had arrived there, travelling over Eight Thousand
Kilometers over the Ocean, I felt it was my duty to give them any flimsy Hope there
may be, even thought I had been in contact with the chinese Researchers only briefly
and had to wait more than Eight Years of sending Letters, before I was able to obtain
that Paper published in China in 2000, which I had to labour for with repeated
Requests in my broken English…
In any Case, the Chineses had answered to my Requests well, sending it to my
House, with their usual Kindness of Old, a Sign of true Civility, once i had finally
understood the correct mail Address in that vast, immense chinese “Middle Empire”.
After handing the chinese Text with its english Abstract to the Gerl who was
interpreting for the other Two, We tried to identify more precisely the medical
Conditions of her Brother, bringing to their Attention also other scientific Papers,
almost all american and european Researchers, therefore written in good scientific
English…
But then I let myself down, as I didn’t pick up Pen and Paper, and start a Letter to her
Father, “Mr. Lincoln”, as Honour demanded: a Letter written in Italian, but reporting
my Thoughts on his Son’s Condition, even if the Situation was too far gone, and the
Disease was too far advanced.
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It would have been my Duty to tell the Father what He actually already knew about
his Son’s medical Condition, since He had followed him during the whole painful
Progression of the Disease…
I should have written out of the Respect I felt towards him, the Father of the
Patient…
I should have then folden the Letter with my perfunctory Reply, formal and precise as
it should be in such Situations, and given it to the Three young People sitting in front
of Me, in my small Clinic, where I had joned them for that painful Consultation,
aware of the Situation…
Three Americans who had taken on a full Day of travelling to reach Aviano from
Boston, and then Trieste, perhaps by Car, I suppose…
Obviously, I had given them the usual perfunctory Pieces of Advice that all Doctors
give the Relatives of cancer terminal Patients, clearly explaining the medical
Situation, which They already knew.
But, I don’t remembered the Father, the very One who had sent his Children for a
last, desperate medical Consultation…
Chindren who, wanting to obey to their Father, despite knowing how desperate the
Situation was, had still left at down from a military Base near Boston, flying almost
Eight Thousand Kilometers at over Five Thousand Meters of Altitude, the Air stifled
due the Decompression in the Fuselage of the old Cargo.
They had then landen in Aviano, only to leave that very Night for the STATES, again
in the old Cargo’s Hold of the same Plane, perhaps a Hercules C-130, together with
other Americans, who, instead, were finally happy to return Home for their yearnedfor leave, while They, huddled up in a Corner of the Plane, planned how to report to
thier awaiting Father the painful Three Hour of Discussion They had with Me…

----------------------------
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I stopped my long Narration and looked wearily in front of Me, the wide Gulf of
Trieste stretching out under my gaze reaching well over “Pirano”.
Those Americans had been kind to Me, but I hadn’t been able to help them in any
way, and I felt sorry.
And I had forgotten to write the medical Report for their Father, “Mr. Lincoln”,
whose TRUE Name I still didn’t know.
I turned to Sonnenschein and added:

-…I don’t know why I forgot the Letter to their Father, but I let myself down…
… And I know for a Fact that I won’t have the Permission to able to ask for his
Forgiveness…

--------------------------

The Bora suddenly started blowing from behind Sonnenschein, and She, to comfort
Me, untied her long blond Hair, tilting her Head to the Side the Way She knew I
liked, and I was enveloped by that wonderful golden Silk…
Finally, the World, the whole World could wait outside…

THE END
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Giuseppe Nacci was born in Trieste in 1964. He achieved his medical Degree in
Trieste in 1991 and later specialised in Nuclear Medicine at the University of Milano.
In 2000 He published the Book “La Terapia dei Tumori con Gadolinio 159 in
Risonanza Magnetica Nucleare”, with a view to a possible Use of the Radioisotope in
Adro-Therapy. He also obtained the Patent for molecule Gadolinium 159-Biotin (No.
01313103).
But Life is ever-changing, and in 2001 sudden, tragic Events forced him to rethink
completely his own Knowledge of MEDICINE, steering him to a new, different Path.
He spent Ten long Years studying BOTANY, and more specifically the Use of
FRESH medicinal Plants in Apoptosis induction in human malignant cancer Cells,
which are characterised by chromosome Aberrations (genetic mutations).
He honed his medical Skills on the Field, at a small private Clinic in Trieste, but,
although He enriched his Curriculum in 2007 with his Book “Diventa Medico di Te
Stesso”, published by “Editoriale Programma” from Treviso, his practice came to an
End in April 2011, when Dr. Giuseppe Nacci stopped seeing Patients, as the new EU
Regulations forbidding therapeutic Use of FRESH medicinal Plants came into Effect
on the First May 2011.
This long, tormented “on the field” Experience begot Two Books: “Guariti dal
Cancro senza Chemio: 23 casi clinici documentati di guarigione” and “Cancer
Therapy: 23 clinical Cases of malignant Tumours cured without Chemo-Therapy”,
Books published by “Editoriale Programma” from Treviso, beside a Book on the
worldwide Threat of nuclear power Stations (“Centrali nucleari: Chernobyl, Krsko,
Fukushima, e dopo ? Conoscere il passato per preservare il futuro”, and a Book on
Diabetes (“Come affrontare il Diabete”), which were also published by “Editoriale
Programma” in Treviso.
In 2013 He resumed his Studies in Geology, Astronomy and ancient Greek, which He
had unfortunately neglected after Secondary School and University, thus tackling the
great Mystery of ATLANTIS from a scientific Point of View. “Editoriale
Programma” from Treviso published in 2018 the first of five Books on the Topic:
“L’Ultima Guerra di Atlantide, Vol. Primo: il Mondo Perduto”, 364 pages).
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Biografia dell’Autore
Giuseppe Nacci nasce a Trieste nel 1964. Laureatosi in Medicina e Chirurgia a
Trieste nel 1991, si specializza successivamente in Medicina Nucleare presso
l’Università di Milano. Nel 2000 pubblica il libro “La Terapia dei Tumori con
Gadolinio 159 in Risonanza Magnetica Nucleare”, in vista di un possibile impiego
dell’isotopo radioattivo in Adroterapia, e di cui ottiene il Brevetto di produzione per
la molecola Gadolinio 159-Biotina (No. 01313103).
Ma la Vita è mutevole nei suoi accadimenti, e nel 2001 vicende improvvise e
drammatiche lo costringono a rivedere completamente le proprie cognizioni di
MEDICINA, portandolo su un nuovo e diverso percorso, che lo obbliga a dieci lunghi
anni di studio nel campo della BOTANICA, e più precisamente nell’impiego delle
Piante Medicinali FRESCHE per indurre l’Apoptosi nelle cellule umane tumorali
maligne, caratterizzate, come noto, da Aberrazioni cromosomiche (mutazioni
genetiche).
L’esperienza medica sul campo, presso un piccolo ambulatorio privato di Trieste,
benchè arricchita nel 2007 dalla pubblicazione del libro “Diventa Medico di Te
Stesso” della “Editoriale Programma” di Treviso, si conclude nell’Aprile del 2011,
quando il dott. Giuseppe Nacci cessa di prendere in cura pazienti, a seguito
dell’entrata in vigore, dal primo Maggio 2011, delle nuove leggi dell’Unione Europea
che proibiscono, da allora, proprio l’uso terapeutico delle Piante Medicinali
FRESCHE.
Rimangono così due libri di questa lunga e sofferta esperienza “sul campo”: “Guariti
dal Cancro senza Chemio: 23 casi clinici documentati di guarigione” e “Cancer
Therapy: 23 Clinical Cases of Malignant Tumours cured without Chemo-Therapy”,
entrambi pubblicati dalla “Editoriale Programma” di Treviso, accanto ad un libro
sulla minaccia rappresentata in tutto il mondo dalle centrali nucleari (“Centrali
nucleari: Chernobyl, Krsko, Fukushima, e dopo ? Conoscere il passato per
preservare il futuro”, e un libro sul diabete (“Come affrontare il Diabete”), anche
questi pubblicati presso la “Editoriale Programma” di Treviso.
Dal 2013 riprende i suoi vecchi studi di Geologia, di Astronomia e di Greco antico,
che aveva purtroppo trascurato dopo i tempi del Liceo e dell’Università, affrontando
così il grande mistero dell’ATLANTIDE, analizzato però dal punto di vista
scientifico, e di cui è uscito nel 2018, sempre presso la “Editoriale Programma” di
Treviso, il primo dei cinque libri previsti sull’argomento: “L’Ultima Guerra di
Atlantide, Vol. Primo: il Mondo Perduto”, 364 pagg).
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DEUTSCH. Biographie von Author
Giuseppe Nacci wurde 1964 in Triest geboren. Nach seinem Studienabschluss in
Medizin und Chirurgie 1991 in Triest spezialisierte er sich anschliessend an der
Universitat Mailand auf dem Geblet der Nuklearmedizin.
Im Jahr 2000 veroffentlicht Dr. Nacci sein Buch “La Terapia dei Tumori con
Gadolinio 159 in Risonanza Magnetica Nucleare”, im Hinblick auf einen moglichen
Einsatz des radioaktiven isotops in der Hadronen-Therapie, wofur er das
Herstellungspatent fur das Molekul Gadolinium 159-Biotine erwirbt (No. 01313103).
Das Leben gestaltet sich jedoch oft eigenwillig und 2001 zwingen ihn
unvorhergesehene und dramatische Ereignisse, seine Auffassung von MEDIZIN
vollstandig zu uberdenken und lassen ihn einen neuen, vollig anderen Weg
einschlagen. Die nachsten 10 Jahre widmet er sich intensiv dem Studium der
BOTANIK, im Speziellen untersucht er den Einsatz von FRISCHEN Heilpflanzen,
die eine Apoptose von bosartigen Krebszellen beim Menschen einleiten. Letztere sind
bekanntermassen von Veranderungen der Chromosomen (Genmutation)
gekennzeichnet.
Seine medizinishe Erfahrung auf diesem Gebiet, die er in seiner kleinen Privatpraxis
in Triest weitergibt und die 2007 durch die Veroffentlichung von “Diventa Medico di
Te Stesso” beim Verlag “Editoriale Programma” in Treviso zusatzlich bereichert
wird, geth jedoch zu Ende, als Dr. Nacci im April 2011 die Patientenbetreuung
aufgeben muss, nachdem neue EU-Gesetze ab 1. Mai 2011 den therapeutischen
Einsatz von FRISCHEN Hellpflanzen verbieten. Zwei Bucher zeugen dennoch von
dieser langen und hart erkampfen Erfahrung in diesem Bereich: “Guariti dal Cancro
senza Chemio: 23 casi clinici documentati di guarigione” und “Cancer Therapy: 23
Clinical Cases of Malignant Tumours cured without Chemo-Therapy”, beide
erschienen im Verlag “Editoriale Programma”. Ausserdem bringt derselbe Verlag
zwei weitere seiner Bucher heraus: Ein Buch uber die weltwelte Bedrohung durch
Atomkraftwerke (“Centrali nucleari: Chernobyl, Krsko, Fukushima, e dopo ?
Conoscere il passato per preservare il futuro”, und eine Publikation zum Thema
Diabetes (“Come affrontare il Diabete”).
Ab 2013 nimmt Dr. Nacci seine seit Universitats und Gymnasialzeiten leider
vernachlassigten Studien der Geologie, Astronomie und des Altgriechischen wieder
auf und befasst sich nun mit dem grossen Mysterium un ATLANTIS, wobel er es
vom naturwissenschftlichen Standpunkt aus analiysiert. Dazu ist kurzlich wieder bei
dem genannten Verlag das erste von funf zu diesem Thema vorgesehenen Buchern
ershienen: “L’Ultima Guerra di Atlantide, Vol. Primo: il Mondo Perduto”, 364 S.).
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DUTCH. Biografie van Auteur
Giuseppe Nacci is in 1964 geboren. In 1991 studeert hij aan de Universiteit van
Trieste af in geneeskunde en volgt dan de olpeiding medisch specialist in nucleaire
geneeskunde aan de Universiteit van Milaan. In 2000 publiceert hij het boek “La
Terapia dei Tumori con Gadolinio 159 in Risonanza Magnetica Nucleare”, met het
doel deze radioactieve isotoop in Hadron-Therapie te gebruiken. Hij vervolgens
octrooi op de productie van Gadolinium 159-Biotine (No. 01313103).
In 2001 wordt hij door plotselinge en dramatische gebeurtenissen genoopt zijn
MEDISCHE kennis te herzien, om een niew en ander parcours in te slaan.
Hij studeert dan tien jaar lang BOTANICA, waarbij hij zich vooral richt op het
gebruik van VERSE medicinale planten om Apoptose te veroorzaken in
kwaadaardige kankercellen, die door chromosoomafwijkingen gekenmerkt worden.
Op dit gebied doet hij ervaring op in een particuliere artsenpraktijk in Trieste, wat
onder meer in 2007 uitmondt in de publicatie van het boek “Diventa Medico di Te
Stesso”, uitgebracht door “Editoriale Programma” in Treviso.
In April 2011 houdt dokter Giuseppe Nacci op met patientenzorg, omdat er in de
Europese Unie nieuwe wetten in werking zijn getreden die het gebruik van VERSE
medicinale planten verbieden. Van zijn lange ervaring op dit gebied blijven er hoe
dan ook twee boeken over: “Guariti dal Cancro senza Chemio: 23 casi clinici
documentati di guarigione” en “Cancer Therapy: 23 Clinical Cases of Malignant
Tumours cured without Chemo-Therapy”, die beide zijn uitgebracht door “Editoriale
Programma” in Treviso. Ook heeft hij een boek gepubliceerd over de dreiging die in
de hele wereld uitgaat van kerncentrales (“Centrali nucleari: Chernobyl, Krsko,
Fukushima, e dopo ? Conoscere il passato per preservare il futuro”), alsook een boek
over diabetes (“Come affrontare il Diabete”), die eveneens bij “Editoriale
Programma” in Treviso zijn gepubliceerd.
Sinds 2018 hervat hij de studie van Geologie, Astronomie en Oud-Grieks: vakken die
hij helaas had verwaarloosd sedert de Universiteit en het Lyceum. Dit heeft hem ertoe
gebracht het oude mysterie van ATLANTIS aan te snijden, met een analyse vanuit
een wetenschappelijke invalshoek.
Zojuist is bij “Editoriale Programma” het eerste boek uitgebracht van de vijf over dit
onderwerp geplande boeken: “L’Ultima Guerra di Atlantide, Vol. Primo: il Mondo
Perduto”, 364 pages).

